
Reversed Crafting

Reversed Crafting is an inquiry that aims to investigate alternative methods of 

form giving and manufacturing and their aesthetic consequence for dress. It is 

a practice-led venture that explores alternative materials and mediums through 

digital and analogue tools, rethinking what dress can be if not relying on currently 

dominant processes of form-giving and production. Its context is the interdependent 

relationship of cut and assemble as a method for artistic practice and as a system for 

manufacturing. Historically developed as a method and a craftsmanship for bespoke, 

on-demand production, cut and assemble is regarded by many as unsuited for 

industrial manufacturing, often directed by a high turnaround capitalist system. As 

an industry it is often described as unsustainable, both in regards to environmental 

and social challenges. Currently, the field is experiencing an influx of 3D digital tools, 

both directed at final production and form giving. Often arguing a democratisation 

of both design and manufacturing, the integration of 3D digital tools to the field 

are highly anticipated. However, commonly migrated from other disciplines, these 

methods are often merged with cut and assemble, rather than investigated as holistic 

and real alternatives. In relation to digital manufacturing, the perceived absence 

of suitable materials for the final artefact is far more debated then what to produce 

when these materials inevitably become ready at hand. Arguably, these methods 

of digital manufacturing, the technical how, has a plethora of real or speculated 

solutions. Nevertheless, the question of what, through an aesthetic reasoning, these 

techniques can suggest or enable as examples of dress are often less considered. 

Therefore, the work presented in this licenciate wish to speculate on  aesthetic 

consequences of dress through physical investigations neither commencing, nor 

ending with the cut and assemble of textile on roll. It proposes the notion of reversed 

crafting as a way of thinking in order to facilitate the making of dress in a future 

system where craft knowledge is foremost required at the initial stages of interpreting 

and developing what is being produced rather than at the actual stage of production.
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Reversed Crafting is an inquiry that aims to investigate alternative methods of 

form giving and manufacturing and their aesthetic consequence for dress. It is 

a practice-led venture that explores alternative materials and mediums through 

digital and analogue tools, rethinking what dress can be if not relying on currently 

dominant processes of form-giving and production. Its context is the interdependent 

relationship of cut and assemble as a method for artistic practice and as a system for 

manufacturing. Historically developed as a method and a craftsmanship for bespoke, 

on-demand production, cut and assemble is regarded by many as unsuited for 

industrial manufacturing, often directed by a high turnaround capitalist system. As 

an industry it is often described as unsustainable, both in regards to environmental 

and social challenges. Currently, the field is experiencing an influx of 3D digital tools, 

both directed at final production and form giving. Often arguing a democratisation 

of both design and manufacturing, the integration of 3D digital tools to the field 

are highly anticipated. However, commonly migrated from other disciplines, these 

methods are often merged with cut and assemble, rather than investigated as holistic 

and real alternatives. In relation to digital manufacturing, the perceived absence 

of suitable materials for the final artefact is far more debated then what to produce 

when these materials inevitably become ready at hand. Arguably, these methods 

of digital manufacturing, the technical how, has a plethora of real or speculated 

solutions. Nevertheless, the question of what, through an aesthetic reasoning, these 

techniques can suggest or enable as examples of dress are often less considered. 

Therefore, the work presented in this licenciate wish to speculate on  aesthetic 

consequences of dress through physical investigations neither commencing, nor 

ending with the cut and assemble of textile on roll. It proposes the notion of reversed 

crafting as a way of thinking in order to facilitate the making of dress in a future 

system where craft knowledge is foremost required at the initial stages of interpreting 

and developing what is being produced rather than at the actual stage of production.
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Personal Experiences

Aged 18 and on the cusp of the last millennium, I moved to the U.K from my native 

Sweden. First, I undertook six years of continuous womenswear studies at three 

different institutions, allowing me to be shaped by the design thinking and doing 

at the fashion departments of University of the Arts London, Middlesex University 

and The Royal College of Art. I was taught to create my work by investigating the 

possibilities and restrictions of material modelled and shaped in close collaboration 

with, and on the bodies of, real people. With the cutting table as a platform for 

further development the work shifted between the two as it progressed. The final 

outcome mainly saw woven and knit on roll, cut and assembled with a strong focus 

on three-dimensionality, surface manipulation, material tactility and for these 

elements appropriate assembly techniques. Perhaps as much as an education in 

design it was an education into craftsmanship, not only concerned with design of 

fashion, but equally, that of crafting dress.  

Upon graduating, I started work as a practitioner within a print-based fashion 

company headed by a fine art painter. This collaborative experience came to greatly 

influence my thoughts around surface and three-dimensionality and how this type of 

work may be developed. 

It also gifted me with fierce arguments on whatever purple is or is not the most 

beautiful colour, who has the most knowledge and understanding of pattern as 

form, the painter or the dress maker, or is it possible for a consumer to perceive 

the aesthetic differences between screen printed and hand painted cloth? I came 

to address these questions and some of the arguments further when setting up a 

partnership with a fellow womenswear designer. Due to my prior experiences I took 

up the role of material and surface pattern developer, investigating these in close 

collaboration with my partners work on three-dimensionality, our output following 

the pace of the seasonal fashion calendar. The clothes were made to order and often 

included hours of fabric manipulation. Hand drawing, air brushing with natural dyes 

in multiple layers or the structuring of ‘nothingness’ through holes were some of the 

techniques investigated.  These techniques would often come to direct the assembly 

process of the garments. In a capitalist system this approach to thinking and making 

dress is not sustainable from an economical view point and the system eventually 

defeated us. 

In 2014, I relocated to Sweden and commenced my doctoral studies at The Swedish 

School of Textiles with the hope of leaving the cycle of seasonal fashion behind and 

yet again concentrating on the core elements that first attracted me to womenswear 

BACK-DROP
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case of a bespoke tailored garment, or derived from industrial approximations of 

‘an average’, as seen in fast fashion. However, the two methods are often confused 

as the final outcome in both instances are cut and assembled into dress. In the PhD 

thesis ‘Kinetic Garment Construction’, Rickard Lindquist (2016) describes these 

approximations for flat pattern drafting as ‘…Mathematical extraction of a spatial 

knowledge…’ and places this technique in sharp contrast to his personal experiences 

of the cut and assemble method used for artistic expression. Though both methods 

commonly use a two-dimensional paper pattern to contain the information for and 

about the final garment, the method for deriving the information vastly affects what 

information is transmitted to the paper pattern and subsequently, the aesthetics of 

the final garment. Referring to a discussion in the Vivienne Westwood studio Rickard 

describes the method for creative practice through the following sentence: ‘It is not 

about the pattern, it is all about the body and what the garment does with the body.’ 

Perhaps, it could also be suggested to concern ‘what the body does with the garment’. 

A further example of cut and assemble as a method for creative practice is illustrated 

by Almond and Swindell in the text ‘Sculptural Thinking in Fashion’ (2016). Here, 

the process is described through the works of the design duo Boudicca. ‘[Boudicca] 

adopt a sculptural relief collage approach on the body...then start cutting from the 

constructed installations. Boudicca’s work adopts the dialogic approach, whereby 

a process of constructing and dismantling a sculptural installation the garment 

influences the three-dimensional shape of the finished design, and vice versa-the 

intended design informs the installation in the making process.’ (Almond and 

Swindell 2016 p. 61). In these two examples, the method or process sees a two-

dimensional material, most commonly textile on roll and the body of a real person 

as its actant or origin, therefore the method can be said to actively address wearing 

throughout the whole process. The journey from initial idea to reproducible card 

pattern is lengthy and contains several stages of interpretation and replication, 

moving from materialised three-dimensional suggestion of a garment form to the 

immaterialised representation by the two-dimensionality of the photograph, pen on 

paper sketch or marks on pattern paper. 

This understanding of the method, dominating many design schools is in ways more 

like the ideas of a craft, or apprentice education. What is proposed is a set method 

of working, i.e cutting and assembling, with a set material, i.e textile on roll, and 

a rigid set-up of tools, specialised as it were. The process and the thinking is not 

dissimilar to that of the cabinet maker, and as with cabinet making, questions are 

mostly asked within this rigid setting, often in regards to what is joined and how. 

The latter discipline is often referred to from this perspective by Sennett (2009), 

BACK-DROP

design. This would lead me on a journey away from the currently dominant cut and 

assemble processes of woven and knitted cloth towards exploring form-giving and 

crafting of surfaces as a simultaneous act of thinking and doing in dress. 

Cut and Assemble

Fashion is one of the world’s largest economic and cultural sectors. It has complex 

geographies, making it a difficult system to study (Crewe 2017). 

Though one conclusion can be drawn, this system relies on the method we call cut 

and sew, or perhaps it would be more appropriate to refer to the method as ‘cut 

and assemble.’ The very technicalities of the actual assembly technique are of little 

importance, be it sewing, welding, gluing, or taping, rather, the significance lies 

in the fact that a two-dimensional material is cut and then assembled in order to 

achieve three-dimensional form. In this section I wish to outline two areas of the 

system that are of particular interest for my research. Though I map them under two 

separate titles, they are in fact intertwined, simultaneously developed over time and 

dependent of each other. However, my understanding is that I and many with me 

do perceive them, or at least treat them, as separate entities and this disguise may 

contribute to the obstacles observed within the development of alternative ways to 

create dress, both from the viewpoint of the artist and that of a manufacturer.

A Method for Creative Practice

Seeking to explain the currently dominant method used by creative practices I will 

firstly define the area of interest as that commonly known as ‘cut and sew’, or as 

suggested in this chapter, ‘cut and assemble’. The aim is to map not only what the 

method is, but also attempt to shed further light on what it can achieve in relation 

to the discussion of aesthetics in dress. Set, and used within an artistic practise 

the method spans the full process from initial design idea through to finalised 

reproducible garment form. The method can be argued as fundamentally different 

to that of drafting a flat pattern based on a matrix achieved by body measurement 

data. This is regardless of how the data is collected: from one individual as in the 
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Frayling (2011) and others, however, these discussions seem less prevalent within 

the discipline of dress. Further, consistent throughout the process, is the evaluation 

of the garment as form, as surface and as a physical object in relation to the body of 

a real person. Of importance is that we here speak about the same person, or persons 

whose bodies are of similar characteristics. Hence the creation of the concept of a 

fashion model, or as expressed by Loscheck (2009) as the interface between the 

inanimate tailor’s dummy and the imperfect ‘normal body’ of the wearer.’ 

In contrast, the dress-stand is seldom used during the interpretation process, where 

the initial design developments are undertaken, rather, it is used as a tool or aide 

when adjusting the garment according to changes decided on during the fitting on a 

real person. 

Scrutinising the method described through the previous examples, it becomes 

apparent that the expressive qualities of the garment evolves throughout the process 

though simultaneously referring back to, and defining original interpretations. 

Through this method of design and evaluation, the aesthetic ideas of the garment 

can be perceived as searching for and gaining its characteristics in the balance 

between the initial design idea and the finalised form worn on a body, resulting 

in the sublimation of a physical form that holds the qualities aimed for. This can 

be compared with Peter Zumthor’s notion of physical pre-studies in architecture 

as enabling and aiding the sublimation of atmosphere in finalised building spaces 

(2012).

If this is a way to regard the definition of the cut and assemble method, its ability to 

produce a finalised artefact that is materialised and presented in full scale, holding 

expressive and tactile qualities that can be reproduced the conclusion would be 

in favour of the method. It states a clear beginning or starting point anchored 

in material and human body, it evolves through processes of interpretation and 

immaterialised replication, moves between the materialised and the immaterialised 

in order to reach a result, or end, where a reproducible form of artefact is achieved. 

However, what is viewed as a stable advantage of the method, can also be considered 

a disadvantage when asking questions in regards to an end result. This is a notion 

that will be further exemplified in the following chapters of this work.

A System for Industrial Manufacturing

Cut and assemble is not only an artistic method, it is also a system for industrial 

manufacturing, or as described by Royle, of material hyper consumption (2016). As 

it is a question of utmost importance not only within the field of fashion but within 

our current society, I will attempt to briefly map the cornerstones of a system turned 

global concern, however, the system must be said to hold further complications 

then those addressed here. Our current times are often referred to as the age of 

the Anthropocene (Crutzer, Stoermer 2000), or as pointed out by Ellis as a time 

where the dichotomy of man and nature is unbalanced (2011). The onset of the 

Anthropocene is not yet agreed on, and heavily argued, dividing positions down the 

classic political lines of left versus right. Though most agree that if not starting, then 

at least, spiralling from the birth of modern industrial capitalism, it is closely tied to 

the dawn of the textile industry, and in particular the textile mills and manufacturers 

of Great Britain. In ‘Fossil Capital’ Malm argues that ‘Global warming is 

anthropogenic; it is caused by human activity.’ However, to this day the responsibility 

for carbon emissions cannot possibly be said to lie with humanity as a whole. (Malm 

& Hornborg 2016.)  Rather than Anthropocene, the conceptualisation ‘Capitalocene’ 

(Moore 2015, Malm 2014, Haraway 2015) may be a more befitting word as it rightly 

describes not only human, but human and capital as the driving force or even the 

prerequisite for consumption. This reasoning places our current position within a 

single world market economy, which origins are discussed and described by Brooks 

et al. with the notion that ‘Industrial capitalism did not just bring factories but, in 

fact, it produced new regimes of consumption, facilitated technological innovation, 

and drew different communities into a single world market economy.’ (Brooks et al. 

2017 p. 488). In this economic structure, the textile, fashion and apparel market 

holds a major role. As argued by Fletcher, the production of textiles and their use 

in cut and assemble of clothes stands for one of the longest and most complicated 

industrial chains in todays manufacturing industry (2016).  Expressed through the 

words of Ellis, industrialisation ‘with its appetite for burning coal, oil, and gas, which 

discharge carbon dioxide, sulphur, and other emissions into the atmosphere’ is linked 

to the knowledge that human activities have substantially changed the functioning 

of the Earth’s system (2011). In 2016, Measuring Fashion estimated that textile and 

fashion industries alone accounted for 8% of the world’s greenhouse gas emissions, 

releasing 3990 million metric tons of CO2 into the atmosphere, and that wastewater 

created from fibre production, yarn preparation and dying/finishing techniques 

pollute marine and fresh water globally. 
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Overproduction and consumption lead to further pollution by creating fast 

accumulating waste, often ‘solved’ by incineration. According to BoF, the textile and 

apparel industry alone employ an estimated 60 million people globally, nearly three 

quarters of the work force are female and though the net worth was estimated at 

$862 billion  in 2018 the context of the labourer is often that of poverty wages, long 

hours, forced overtime, unsafe working conditions, sexual, physical and verbal abuse, 

repression of trade union rights and short term contracts (2018). 

It is evident that cut and assemble as a system for industrial manufacturing is 

unsustainable, and has been for a longer period of time. The method, developed 

over centuries as an artistic expression and a means to clothe one’s body, is not 

adapted to suit the large-scale production proposed by the industrial revolution. 

According to the 2018 report from ‘Measuring Fashion’ capitalist industries rely 

on increased consumption, at the time of writing growth prediction for the fashion 

industry in 2019 is set to 3.5%-4.5 %, a decline from previous years. BoF’s advice is 

that businesses need to take an active stance on social issues and satisfy consumer 

demands for ultra-transparency and sustainability. (BoF  2018) Yet is this a possible 

equation? Can we continue to see steady growth in consumption, urging the 

increased production through a system such as cut and assemble and still deliver an 

environmentally and socially sustainable product to consumers finally demanding 

change?

Against this backdrop I have come to accept that perhaps my PhD studies were 

commenced in a simple awe of work executed within other disciplines. Through 

my own work I had come to question the restrictions of cut and assemble, both as 

a method for creative practice and as a system for manufacturing. In relation to 

aesthetics, I hold a strong fascination with objects or spaces that have somehow 

gained their form and surface if not simultaneously, at least within close proximity in 

time. Considering work such as gardens carefully crafted by Piet Odulf, objects and 

spaces cast in a variety of material by Rachel Whiteread, seamless dresses knitted 

in one piece by Nanni Strada, protruding clay sculptures by Peter Marigold and 

colourful porcelain objects by Dr Steve R Brown, their work can be perceived as to 

present a way of thinking about form and surfaces, and consequently exemplifes an 

understanding of aesthetics rarely displayed within dress. This led me to consider 

what consequences such thinking around form giving and crafting of surfaces 

could suggest if executed in my own field of dress, a field so heavily relying not on 

the naturally inherent qualities of material but by the juxtaposition, cutting and 

assembling of materials already constructed. Could it be that alternative ways of 

thinking and doing within the initial design process of dress could contribute with 

speculative proposals of alternative methods for creative practice, enabling or 

unlocking new systems of manufacturing?
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This investigation starts as a simple questioning of how, and grows into the more 

complex question of what. How can we achieve dress where form-giving and 

the crafting of surfaces is a simultaneous act of doing and thinking, and more 

importantly, what will dress be if not relying on the artistic craft method of cut 

and assemble? Can this questioning lead to the abandonment of the dependence 

on currently unsustainable systems of industrial manufacturing in the age of 

Capitalocene? (Moore 2016, Malm & Hornborg 2016, Haraway 2015) 

The explorations presented in regards to these questions are first and foremost 

questions that concern the understanding of aesthetic expression, and secondly 

perceived as technical problems. 

They are an attempt to further define the area, or the question through the structural 

matrix of the research programme. (Lakatos 1980, Binder & Redström 2006, 

Redström 2017), where ‘interpretation of existing examples and the exploration of 

alternatives’ enables the ‘definitions of what’ form-giving and crafting of surfaces 

as simultaneous act of doing and thinking in dress may be on a foundational level. 

Using the notion of research through design (Frayling 1993) set within a proposed 

programme, the making of the practical may also generate a making, or constructing 

of the conceptual, a theoretical knowledge not presenting how something ought to be 

(Simon 1996) but rather suggesting an alternative to what is now. (Redström 2017). 

Redström suggests that this type of explorations may force us to sacrifice certain 

forms of stability, however, we gain ‘something that comes prepared to cope with 

continuous change’, a transitional theory. 

To further the production or perhaps the translation of this knowledge to the 

universal language of speech and writing, Schön (1983) suggests that ‘know how is 

in the action’ and through reflection in action we can convert know how in the action 

or ‘knowing in action’ to ‘theory of knowing’, in this way, the artefact, or ‘design work’ 

can be argued as ‘inseparable from research’ (Koskinen et al. 2008, Frayling 1993). 

Subsequently, writing becomes the tool for communicating the knowledge produced 

from inside in, aiding the situating of the work within a desired setting (Hannula 

2005). Ultimately, the writing presented in this licentiate is determined by the 

processes of conceiving and realising the physical work, where the artefact in itself 

is dependent of processes of making or realisation, and in so doing, provides the 

grounds for its own interpretation as a process of inquiry and a formulation of 

knowledge embedded within (McLeod 2007, Mäkelä 2007, Biggs 2004).

17  
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Field of Dress

When suggesting the exploration of a process where the development of garments 

strive towards form-giving and crafting of surfaces as a simultaneous act of doing, 

the question of knitting will inevitably be brought up. A technique as ancient as that 

of weaving, it uses only a spun yarn in its creation of both surface and form, arguably 

constructed simultaneously and requiring no assembly technique when executed by 

hand. The first machine knitted garments have until fairly recently required linking 

as in fully fashioned knitwear, or sewing as in the cut and assembly process required 

when using knit on roll. As pointed out by Landahl (2015), developments within the 

field have often been product driven and problem solving in their nature, aiming at 

refining existing garments rather than proposing new ones, often concentrating on 

technical solutions and the output of new machinery.

Nanni Strada-Il Manto e la Pelle

In 1974, Italian designer Nanni Strada presented Il Manto e la Pelle (The Mantle 

and the Skin) both an art film and a collection of the very first seamless machine 

knitted dresses, achieved by implementing the technique of tubular knit used in 

the production of hosiery to her own design experiments. The film both explained 

and promoted her new system of ‘dressing design,’ placing her work on the scene 

of the avant garde and argued to address ‘radical anti-consumerist ideals.’ (Brooke 

et.al 2006) The technical development of seamless hosiery manufacturing played a 

major role within the project, but perhaps the intended format of film presenting an 

artistically and politically grounded aim is what puts Nanni Strada’s unique dresses 

aside from the technical innovation of the hosiery machine. In her own words, 

‘the intention, then and now, is to untie the dress from its tailoring origins and 

from its subjection to the body and to fashion and its rules. I deal with the creation 

of dresses with a methodological approach typical of industrial design practice.’ 

(Franceschini 2014) With these words, Strada distances herself not only from the 

mathematical matrix of two-dimensional thinking, she also points towards a method 

where mechanical production of a dress is re-considered and used within the intiial 

interpretation of dress, placing the question of what before the conclusion of how. 

As a consequence, Il manto e la Pelle is an innovation that came to impact the design 

thinking in the field of seamless knitting.
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BACKGROUND STORIES-
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Issey Miyake-APOC

Similarly, in 1999 Issey Miyake Design Studio commercially launched the now well 

established work ‘APOC’, the abbreviation of ‘A Piece of Cloth’. Over a decade in the 

making, the project was realised through the computer programmed knit machine, 

however, as with, ‘Il manto e la Pelle’, it was not technology driving the innovation, 

but the question of what the technology can achieve. On a roll of knit fabric, a variety 

of garments were presented and ready to simply be cut out of their surrounding 

structure, fully functional garments cut but not sewn. 

 ‘APOC’ not only challenged whole garment knitwear: less famously, the work 

advanced the field of whole garment weaving, transferring discoveries within 

full garment knitting to the field of full garment weaving. Skilled programming 

of weaving machines resulted in the construction of single as well as double cloth 

garments and accessories. Like their knitted predecessors, these were simply cut 

from the loom, leaving minimal waste in the form of selvedge. Weaving per se may 

not be considered as well equipped to address the simultaneous form-giving and 

crafting of surfaces that knit so casually suggests, unless, addressing the construction 

of handwoven three-dimensional objects such as wicker chairs, willow baskets or 

straw hats. The main restriction perceived when working on a loom is that of the very 

base structure of the weave. However, the jacquard technique, introduced by Joseph 

Jacquard in 1804, has opened up the potential for experiments within this field. The 

term “Jacquard” is not specific or limited to any particular loom, but rather refers to 

the added overhead control mechanism that automates the patterning. As with the 

machines aimed at whole garment knitting, designers experiment with ways of using 

the machines beyond their purpose, pushing their boundaries to perform something 

other than originally thought by the engineer. 

Anna Piper-Composite Pattern Weaving

In her research on whole garment weaving, Anna Piper maps the differences and 

similarities between hand and digital construction using a 16 shaft AVL Dobby Loom 

(hand weaving) and a Bonas Sample Master Jacquard Loom (digital weaving). Both 

looms cater for the simultaneous creation of multiple fabrics, which allows for the 

front and back of garments to be woven concurrently. When using the digital loom, 

more complex structures and curves can be achieved, in contrast to the angular 

geometric shapes of the hand loom, which in return allows for greater freedom 

and hand manipulation of yarn use. As Piper’s work concerns aspects of zero waste 

designing, her garments mostly utilize the full width of the cloth in order to minimize 

warp waste, resulting in geometrically shaped garments. Through the use of warp 

and weft yarns which inherent qualities change under treatment such as washing and 

steaming, Piper can further the garments three-dimensionality once cut off the loom.

Frankie Ng-3D SWF

3D SWF is developed by researcher Ng and sees fully-fashioned woven clothing 

constructed directly from yarns.   Form is constructed through jacquard weaving 

technologies utilising the inherent qualities of yarn to produce garments off the 

loom, not requiring accessorial trimming, finishing, or hemming in order to refine 

their final appearances. Flat patterns are created in CAD and yarn of different 

abilities is designated to different areas of the pattern in order to mechanically create 

form through shrinkage.

Ng argues ‘the integrated design approaches have guided textile designs from the 2D 

sheet to soft 3D sculptures,’ however the 3D sculptures created are derived from the 

metric pattern cutting created for cut and sew assemble.

Sculptural as the garments may be, their three-dimensionality is achieved during 

final assembly. Ng has developed a method of final assembly that considers the 

simultaneous creation of surface and form, however, no initial design method 

proposing alternative ways of form-giving suited for this alternative method of 

assembly is considered.
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tradition of using CAD, introduced and further developed the 3D printer.

The technique is now of significant use within medicine, both for printing directly 

with biological mediums and for creating non biological moulds for growing three-

dimensional tissue. Scan data and CAD software has a long practice within the field 

of medicine, hence enabling a rapid assimilation of 3D print techniques to the field.

Fashion and apparel design may be amongst the last of the fields to adapt to the 3D 

print technology. Fashion, thought of in the third dimension, is mostly constructed 

to suit the two-dimensional system of industrial analogue manufacturing, digital 

techniques for three-dimensional designing are not yet common practice. Therefore, 

it is possible that the transition to 3D print as a final method of assembly, or just 

assembly for prototyping may have met further obstacles than the aforementioned 

disciplines. Within fashion design, the traditional development of CAD software has 

rather aimed for a method that sees cut and assemble as its final stage. Programs 

such as Gerber and Lectra offer a digital platform for metric pattern cutting and 

grading, where younger software such as Clo 3D offers digital draping on avatars, 

though still aiming for the production of a flat metric pattern to sample by cut and 

assemble.

Electroloom

Electroloom was launched in 2013 by Aaron Rowley and Joseph White, highly 

supported with economic funding and voices of endorsement. Three years later the 

project was closed down, with the major factor given as material. Electroloom was a 

set-up that claimed to 3D print clothes, as with most stories surrounding 3D printed 

clothes, the project was hailed as a democratic venture for household use (Balmat 

2015). Studying the components of Electroloom, one can question most of these 

claims.

What Electroloom did, in simplified terms, was to spray out a textile based foam 

containing a bonding agent and textile filaments onto both sides of a flat metal 

plate resembling a typical garment. When the textile foam had settled, the two-

dimensional garment was simply lifted off the metal plate and cut where appropriate 

for wearing. The first question one might like to ask is perhaps if this is 3D printing as 

we would like to imagine the technique? Would this still be considered 3D printing 

if the can of spray fabric was hand held, someone simply releasing its contents 

by pushing down the valve button, applying the solution to both sides of a two-

Interlude; 
3D-Printing

The above examples have all concerned methods and techniques where a textile is 

developed, simultaneously as dress, in a process dependent on physical structures 

such as weaving looms, knitting machines, and in its most minimalist case, knitting 

needles. 

Abandoning textile, understood as interlinked yarns creating a surface and a 

structure, how can we then go about creating dress? Below follow a few examples 

of dress where textile, or alternatives thereof, do not come in use until late in the 

process. Most examples use digital tools, many claim to use tools of 3D digital 

production, some use moulding techniques as a considered part of their execution, 

whilst some appear unaware of the fact that moulding is rather what they do. This 

is why these works hold a particular importance for this licentiate, as digital design 

tools and arguable moulding and 3D digital assembly often take on form-giving and 

the crafting of surfaces as a simultaneous action. Undertaking this work, the question 

of 3D printing is as unavoidable as that of knitting. Therefore, a broad background to 

3D fabrication will follow. Unlike knit machines and jacquard looms, the 3D printer 

was not developed for and by the textile industry, but rather adopted by this industry 

with varying degrees of adaptations. Employing differing methods of manufacturing, 

the common denominator is that 3D print, in line with machine knit, is an additive 

manufacturing technology. Where extrusion printers ‘extrude’ a material, its process 

not too dissimilar to the cake icing tube, stereolithography systems solidify liquids 

or powders using uv-light. Further, the recent introduction of sacrificial or support 

materials have enabled new object geometries. 

Common to all 3D printers is that they require the command of a digital STL 

(Stereolithography) file containing the information to be printed. An STL file 

describes a raw ‘unstructured triangulated three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate 

system’. Such a file is obtained through CAD using suitable 3D modelling programs or 

by 3D scanning an existing three-dimensional object/body. 

Originally developed for the manufacturing of plastic goods as an alternative to 

injection moulding, the 3D printer is suggested not only as a means of final assembly, 

but as a tool for prototyping during the actual design process. 

The incorporation of 3D printers within different industries could be suggested to 

follow the introduction of 3D CAD programs. Fields such as product and industrial 

design along with architecture, disciplines that experienced an early established 
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seams, at least when compared to shapes equally complex created through the cut 

and assemble. The actual process differs little from that of long-established heat 

moulding of padded underwear. Transposed onto an outer garment and featuring 

steps of relatively modern techniques of digitalisation it may be argued only to 

masquerade as a resolved garment moulding method. Where underwear production 

only uses specific replica parts of the body for their purpose, Gvasilia uses a full body 

replica. Further, the final outcome, however assembled, mimics the visual language 

of the tailored jacket produced through the cut and sew technique, moreover, 

regardless of the heat moulding, it is still sprung from a pre-made two dimensional 

surface. Considering this as Gvasili for Balenciaga, perhaps working with and within 

the parameters of such an established brand renders a more radical approach to 

full garment moulding impossible. Journalist Sarah Mower concludes: ‘Gvasalia’s 

mission to recode Balenciaga tailoring in the cyber age might not be a future 

solution—it still involves the use of synthetics, and you could argue that it negates 

the skills of the human hand.’ (2018). What Mower could be considered pointing 

at with her comment of ‘the human hand’, fits with the critique of the Electroloom 

project. Resources were subsequently focusing on the methods of replication, 

the immaterialising of human bodies through 3D scanning, the immaterialised 

interpretation of them as 3D computer files, the final materialising of them as 

alternative dress stands for moulding on and the bonding and heat set moulding 

techniques of the final assembly. In contrast, a minimal amount of resources was 

invested in the interpretation of what actually was being replicated using this variety 

of techniques. 

Sinead O’Dwyer-MA RCA A/W-18

Similarly to the Balenciaga collection, the works of recent RCA graduate Sinead 

O’Dwyer utilises the human body as a mould for dress. Though O’Dwyer’s starting 

point as well as process through to what she claims to have made is in contrast to the 

Gvasili for Balenciaga collection. With the form of the human body as the articulated 

starting point, she constructs analogue moulds by casting the actual bodies of her 

friends, resulting in full scale fiberglass moulds. From these moulds she creates 

garments, or membrane replicas from thin layers of silicon and the occasional strips 

of fabric. O’Dwyer’s focus is not the assembly techniques as such, they are merely 

a means to an end expressing what she perceives as important with fashion and 

clothing, namely the bodies we chose to design from and perhaps for, and how 
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dimensional metal plate? The material was claimed to consist of a polyester and 

cotton blend, being soft to the touch and comfortable worn close to the body. Yes, 

it was brittle and could tear with time and was not great for washing, but there are 

plenty of high-end cut and assemble garments being bought and cherished though 

the material or its surface manipulation deems it dry clean only, and perhaps never 

make it that far in the first place. Could it be that Electroloom was lacking something 

at the other end of the process, not that of the assembly of the materialised final 

artefact, but in the initial interpretation of that final artefact’s fundamental form? 

Should we strive to 3D print cloth or should we fundamentally re-think what it is we 

want to 3D print in that cloth? In an interview from 2015 Rowley frequently uses the 

word ‘mould’ about the two dimensional metal plates used as garment templates, 

indicating that perhaps this is a digital form of moulding, rather than the 3D printing 

his company is advertising. I would argue that Electroloom’s failure was not due 

to material per se, rather the fact that the garments created held no intention to 

question what a garment is or could now be using the alternative technique created. 

Their aim was simply to mimic the typical cut and assemble garment where the final 

method of assembly was not that of cut and assemble, nor that of 3D printing but 

of moulding with a non-woven textile. Within the Electroloom project, major work 

was invested in the final assembly method, that of replicating an existing artefact. 

However, it appears as if near to none was invested in the exploration of form-giving 

and crafting of surfaces or the interpretation of the ‘what’ that was being assembled 

using their method.

Gvasili for Balenciaga-A/W-18

The A/W-18 Demna Gvasili for Balenciaga show urges one of the journalists present 

in Paris to proclaim the arrival of the future. ‘Oh yes, Balenciaga went there. 3-D body 

scans and digital fittings to recreate Cristobal Balenciaga’s pristine tailoring through 

high tech moulding. It’s truly 2018’ (Lola 2018). The technique behind these digital 

fittings referred to is based on the scanning of the bodies of real people using a 3D 

body scanner. When digitised, the body scans are re-worked in CAD changing their 

proportions to pose as digital avatar versions of Balenciaga’s renowned sculptural 

tailoring. When satisfied with the on screen result these shapes were 3D printed 

as body moulds upon which foam bonded with recognisably patterned tailoring 

weaves where assembled using heat set moulding techniques and a minimum of 
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Adjacent Fields

As the title ‘adjacent fields’ do not suggest restrictions in the final outcome of the 

object in the way that the title ‘field of dress’ do, this section is not as directed in its 

character as the former. Form-giving and crafting of surfaces as a simultaneous act 

of thinking and doing holds a strong presence within many fields of art, design and 

craft. Arguably, this section is not interested in categorising work, nor wishing to 

discuss when is sculpture, when is ceramics and so forth, regardless of the maker’s 

preference to refer to her work as glass, architecture, spatial installation or furniture. 

Rather, it suggests examples of thinking of form and surface within adjacent 

fields, often focusing on medium and the use of a specific technique allowing for a 

certain simultaneity of actions. It might be appropriate to say, that perhaps rather 

than the mapping of a vast and possibly non mappable array of intertwined fields, 

it is a collection of examples from adjacent fields pointing towards interests and 

preferences that will come to inform the work undertaken in this Licentiate.

Steve R. Brown

During his doctoral studies at the R.C.A ceramic and glass department, Steve Brown 

(2013) explored the materiality of print in a series of welcomed experiments. As a 

printmaker within the applied arts, holding a deep knowledge of printmaking for 

the textile industry, Brown expresses his work as concerned with images that ‘have 

a direct dialogue with form, defining or determining objects through the physicality 

of three-dimensional printed surface.’ (Brown, 2013 p. 193) In this first example, 

rather than transposing paper based imagery onto a flat surface that will eventually 

be turned into a three-dimensional object, either a printed dress, a ceramic bowl or 

a laminated piece of wood furniture, Brown’s approach begins with a fully resolved, 

self-supporting printed image, using ceramic pigments on flexible fabric. By stitching 

the fabric into an envelope matrix, which will come to bring about the new form once 

the envelope is filled with a porous clay, Brown can stretch, knead and manipulate a 

united surface and form. In Brown’s own words, ‘each adjustment of mass, volume 

and form, is inflicted by the sophisticated skin that surrounds the body and records 

the physical event of form-giving, a spontaneity that is denied by the traditional 

‘removes’ of print production.’ (Brown, 2013, p. 197) In its final stage, the object 

is kiln-fired, a process that incinerates the fabric envelope, leaving its ceramic 

they denote the question of form in dress. In her own words, O’Dwyer suggests that 

‘diversity is obviously a trend now in modelling, but it’s important for it to go deeper 

than that by exploring the way we’re actually creating garments.’ (2018). She argues 

that when wearing clothes, we wear somebody else’s body, a concept she wished to 

elaborate on in her MA collection by ‘juxtaposing bodies on other bodies’ (2018).

Reflecting on her work it becomes apparent that she addresses the full design 

process, starting with her initial idea on human body and its effect on form, rather 

than constructing a process based on a technique of final assembly. As O’Dwyer’s 

focus is replicating human form, the cut and sew process is rendered unsuitable and 

therefore moulding becomes not only the process of searching for form but also her 

method of final assembly. If critiqued using common arguments within 3D printed 

and moulded clothing the rubber based silicon of her garments is an obstacle to her 

final result, however this is most likely to change, should she find this relevant to 

her work. Of interest here in regards to my own investigations is the fundamental 

question of interpreting and replicating an alternative body creating dress by other 

means than by forcing a two dimensional surface to perform three dimensional form. 

O’Dwyer could have used the same digital techniques in replicating her friend’s 

bodies as Balenciaga did in replicating and re-modelling the bodies of fashion 

models, still, her work is not primarily concerning the techniques used to achieve this 

final replication, but what questions that underlie her want to perform the work in 

the first place. When discussing future works O’Dwyer’s suggests scale and sculpture 

as two important parameters.   

In many of the above examples, an apparent focus and most resources were placed 

towards mechanical or digital aspects of replication. Regarded as holistic processes 

with a beginning and an end it contained shortcomings within the initial part of 

the process, the part that primarily addresses the interpretation and forming of the 

‘what’ that through replication will reveal itself as a final something. Regardless of 

where within the process that initial interpretation occurs its presence is perceived as 

of importance for both the execution of the form-giving within the method as to the 

final ‘what’ that has been given form. 

Could it be that at the dawn of alternative methods in dress, in the strive to move 

away from the method of cut and assemble, we let ourselves be seduced by new 

techniques available for replication, forgetting the interplay between interpretation 

and replication that may be one of the significant assets of the method we are 

abandoning?

BACKGROUND STORIES-
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pigment print forever fused into the surface of the very object which shape it has 

determined. Further expanding on the notion of print entering the third dimension, 

Brown undertook a series of explorations in glass. By laser cutting patterns in thick 

fibre material a three dimensional ‘print mould’ was created. Backed with a mesh 

pattern, and using a tea strainer to distribute the unmolten glass particles, Brown 

could achieve three-dimensional layering of glass in a way not dissimilar to how the 

3D printer builds height through layers. Directly borrowing from the thinking in 3D 

printing, Brown would eventually create reversed pattern stencils through which he 

would apply support material, enabling him to construct further complex three-

dimensional structures, making decisions of colour and placement as he went along. 

When fired, the support material was simply vacuumed away, revealing the glass 

object in a manner similar to the early laser 3D printer.

Rachel Whiteread

In the past 30 years, Rachel Whiteread has come to pioneer works within the 

contemporary artistic field of moulding. The focus of Whiteread’s work is that 

of casting everyday object and spaces, including hot water bottles, the space 

underneath a chair, cramped north London bedsits and most famously, the semi-

detached House for which she won the Turner Prize in 1993. The core of Whiteread’s 

activity has been described as ‘making space and air solid, where space stops, 

Whiteread’s sculpture begins.’ (Searle, 2013). Through the use of single materials 

such as rubber, resin and various types of plaster, Whiteread creates inversed forms.  

These forms are suggested by Henry to provide a cogent window for experiencing 

‘the transient ‘nothing’ as a tactile embodiment of place.’  (1996). The surfaces of 

Whiteread’s sculptures naturally bear the imprints and contours of the solid objects 

and buildings used as moulds, the plasticity of these sculptures, may it be a tin can or 

a garden shed, evokes an unconscious sensation of tactility. Whiteread (2017) states 

that ‘My work is very much connected to touch. Whether it is my touch, or someone 

else’s, or a whole family’s touch, they are about an object that has been used.’ By 

replicating these objects, Whiteread interprets them, and through this process can be 

argued to give them a new meaning and context.
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Peter Marigold

In Peter Marigold’s vessel series STUFF and DUG, a similar approach is taken when 

looking at surface and form as a joint creation, rather than surface existing as a 

flat, decorative medium applied to a ready-made form. With its starting point as 

an investigation of void in creation of object, the DUG series was crafted by forcing 

clay into the carved hole of a log. When dry and out of its log mould, the vessel 

produced represents a record of the void, a non-physical object appearing in the 

physical world. However, what Marigold discovered as he filled the log voids, was 

that the clay squirted out over the top of the void, creating a vessel that appear to be a 

hybrid between clay and wood. Marigold subsequently became interested in how the 

scraped wood texture was extruding along the surface of the clay as it erupted from 

the hole. Marigold describes this a presenting him with the ‘possibility to create a 

complex texture from a simple mould, or even a complex form from a simple mould.’ 

(2010) This discovery prompted Marigold to elaborate further with the materials 

wood and clay, allowing the inherent qualities to direct decisions of form-giving and 

surface crafting. The vessels are of further interest as they place themselves in the 

grey zone between artefact and object of use, in a manner similar to that of dress.
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P. Marigold, Dug and Stuff.

Umberto Bellardi-Ricci

In the midst of the Mexican jungle, British writer and art collector Edward James 

bought a plot of land for himself to reside in. In the mid 1940s he started the works 

on what would become known as the Surrealist Garden of Las Posaz. Cast entirely in 

concrete and extensive enough to resemble a ‘miniature city’ the work took decades 

to produce and involved the participation of most inhabitants of the actual Las 

Posaz’s village.  In 2011, with full access to the garden, James’ villa and carpentry 

workshop, architect Umberto Bellardi-Ricci and a fellow colleague at the AA School 

of Architecture set up a visiting residency on the premises with the aim of exploring 

the materiality and aggregation of architectural moulding.

With a focus on abstraction, solid, void, materiality and scale they explore the vast 

collection of mould remnants from Edward James’ workshop. Not concerned with 

reproduction of existing artefacts, the work speculates these artefacts through digital 

and analogue methods. Digital photography, pen on paper, CAD drawing, woodwork 

and soft foam sculpting are methods used to suggest new forms with alternative 

expressions. The process is described as ‘Form-Finding’ (Bellardi-Ricci 2014) and 

ultimately results in the production of new moulds. Castings in concrete materials 

ranging from highly technological substances to nearby collected volcano ashes 

present an experimental process merging pre-Hispanic, modernist, surrealist and 

contemporary expression, proposing artefacts derived from architectural types and 

elements. As mentioned, all work is space specific taking place on the grounds of 

Edward James’ Surrealist Garden which according to Bellardi-Ricci ‘allows us to be 

in direct contact with the materials, aggregates, textures and casting techniques that 

inform the direction of our concrete intervention’ (Bellardi-Ricci 2018). 
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U. Bellardi-Ricci and AA Visiting School, Las Pozas, Traces of Form Finding.

Anton Alvarez

Anton Alvarez’s work has been described as ‘sitting between functional object and 

sculpture, oscillating between expression and constraint, advancing technological 

innovation and using traditional craftsmanship.’ With an educational background in 

painting, cabinet making, interior architecture and product design, Alvarez’s work 

holds a strong focus on processes and the interplay between maker and machine. 

Through the project named ‘Thread wrapping machine’, Alvarez questions joining 

as present in the traditional craftmanship of cabinet making. Cabinet making, often 

executed with a set material and a rigid set-up of tools, the process and the thinking 

is not dissimilar to that of the dress maker, and as with dress making, questions are 

mostly asked within this rigid setting, often in regards to what is joined and how. In 

reaction to this, Alvarez constructed and built a machine that joins cut pieces of wood 

and metal by tightly wrapping the components with thread and glue. The outcome 

is a series of constructions, furniture or simply artefacts. Their expression is largely 

derived from the interplay between designer and their method of assembly. Alvarez 

carefully guides, or feeds the constructions through the wrapping machine, making 

decisions on form and colour during the process by adding components and changing 

the thread. 

Concerned with his own direction of the process in the use of the thread machine, 

Alvarez commenced the work of constructing an analogue extrusion machine. 

Working mediums with inherent qualities such as ceramic clay and wax, the 

mechanical extrusion and the shape of the nozzle allows Alvarez to distance himself 

from the process of form-giving and crafting of surfaces. Further extending the 

process, some of the wax pieces are used to create moulds for casting, allowing for 

multiple replication in an array of materials.
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In the above examples, the majority of focus is placed on interpretation, described 

as the processes of working mediums and materials through analogue or mechanical 

techniques. Digital tools are present: both Brown and Alvarez have used digital 

design and 3D printing techniques in the construction of actual tools. 3D digital 

thinking has, as described, been used to solve practical issues using analogue 

methods. Many of the examples were thought out and made by practitioners with 

an educational background in more than one field, often juxtaposing thinking 

influenced from varying disciplines. Perhaps it is the thinking, rather than the actual 

execution of objects that hold the key to the success within the works. Arguable, 

many of these objects could be achieved through 3D digital techniques, consequently, 

they can now be replicated using 3D techniques. However, neither of this was the 

focus of the investigation and therefore a certain freedom is perhaps lent to the 

expression of the final outcome? 

Though knowingly chosen and therefore tainted by my personal view on 

representative work from adjacent fields, these examples, many actively addressing 

form-giving and crafting of surfaces as a simultaneous action all suggest ways of 

thinking that may be applied to the field of dress. Allowing for craft skills to influence 

the wider realms of digital practice and industry, providing alternative ways of 

thinking and doing dress. 
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A. Alvarez, Analogue Extrusion Machine and object.
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Part I
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The first part of this work outlines the initial experiments conducted during 

this project. The work is presented through images and text referring to and 

contextualising physical abstractions. It seeks to relate initial ideas of medium, 

material and body within the broader field of dress. Applying a cross-disciplinary 

transfer of craft knowledge the work speculates on the symbiosis between form-

giving and surface crafting, abandoning cut and assemble of surfaces as a process 

to achieve form. These foundational experiments of interpretation and replication 

subsequently wish to challenge the intertwined relation of cut and assemble, both as 

method and system.

Medium I

Explorations in clay 

The first part of this work outlines the initial experiments conducted during 

this project. The work is presented through images and text referring to and 

contextualising physical abstractions. It seeks to relate initial ideas of medium, 

material and body within the broader field of dress. Applying a cross-disciplinary 

transfer of craft knowledge the work speculates on the symbiosis between form-

giving and surface crafting, abandoning cut and assemble of surfaces as a process 

to achieve form. These foundational experiments of interpretation and replication 

subsequently wish to challenge the intertwined relation of cut and assemble, both as 

method and system.

ANALOGUE 
INVESTIGATIONS OF 
SURFACE AND FORM
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Clay abstractions upper and lower body.Clay abstractions, upper and lower body, close-ups.
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Explorations in plaster

This second exploration was undertaken during the same period as the initial 

experiments in clay. Here, random lengths of 10 denier tights were cut and stitching 

was placed in circular patterns in order to pre-determine shape into the thin nylon 

fabric. Arguably, the process used the method of cut and assemble as well as methods 

inspired by the works of Steve R. Brown in ‘The Materiality of Print (2013). Initially, 

the exploration aimed to examine the form-giving and crafting of surfaces as a 

product of the textile matrixes in collaboration with clay. However, when attempting 

to expand the first matrix it was quickly discovered that the two-way stretch of the 

nylon stocking requires a far heavier medium than that of clay in order to overpower 

the strength of the nylon knit and to allow form-giving. Switching to the heavy, 

easy to pour properties of household plaster was highly suitable for this task and 

expanded the membranes fully, reaching out and expanding into the stitched 

pockets. As the plaster abstractions dried in their nylon knit membranes these were 

discarded. This was a process in itself, unveiling a collection of bright white, cold and 

heavy abstractions with a surface containing the perfect imprints of their discarded 

matrixes of form.

ANALOGUE INVESTIGATIONS 
OF SURFACE AND FORM

Nylon tights and cotton thread matrix.
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Nylon tights and plaster abstractions. Removing nylon tights from plaster abstraction.
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Material I

Explorations in wax and rubber

To dress a body one needs either a two dimensional surface able to wrap around 

that body or a hollow of some sort, creating a space for the body to occupy. A solid 

abstraction of wood, clay, stone or other chosen material can merely be placed on the 

surface of that body, not encapsulate it the way dress can. Arguably, this may also 

be viewed as a parameter of what defines dress. Therefore, the explorations in clay 

and plaster are perceived as a closed circuit when it comes to evaluation as dress. In 

order to speculate the abstractions of dress as worn on the physical body of a person 

there is a need to replicate them in a material that allows not only wearing, but also 

moving. A hollowed-out tree trunk, or a hollow piece of paper clay will allow it to be 

worn statically, however, it will not allow for sufficient movement. 

Dress depends on movement as one of its parameters in order to allow for holistic 

evaluation of its own processes, as movements in dress are inevitable if worn. This 

part presents a variety of materials that were tested for the purpose of transmitting 

the form and surface detail of the abstractions presented in ‘Change of Medium I.’ 

In this first exploration, a set of latex moulds with imprints taken from everyday 

clothing such as the knit of a ribbed jumper or the hem of a heavy cotton drill shirt 

are brush coated with varying thicknesses of red modelling wax or pre-vulcanised 

rubber. These are samples of surface details, consciously not addressing three-

dimensionality or form-giving agency as of yet. Though this work concerns moving 

away from woven and knitted textiles as such, these surfaces were deliberately 

chosen as lending an easy-to-recognise quality to the samples as signifier for dress.

Both explorations in this section were evaluated with focus on the mediums ability to 

address form-giving and the crafting of surfaces as a simultaneous action within the 

initial stages of the design process. 

Clay is favoured over that of plaster, used as a tool for interpretation of dress form, 

the clay lends itself to the hand in a surprisingly pleasant way. Not only can I achieve 

form swiftly, I can form and re-form once more in the timespan I would cut my 

first piece of calico cloth for the initial stages of the design process were I using 

the method of cut and assemble. Here, speed is not of interest for economic gain, 

rather, fast iteration allows for a greater variety of design experiments to take place 

within this part of the design process. Enabling a wider range of design examples 

to be executed, evaluated and further derived from, this extends and furthers the 

process. The restrictions of knead per abstraction incorporated within the first clay 

abstractions proved beneficial for the dynamics of the form-giving process. Evaluated 

on the grounds of artistic expression the pieces created early on in the series were 

favoured. Something occurring in the initial stages of forcing the clay towards having 

body and volume later disappear as the pieces lose their presence of the abstract and 

the many kneads causes them to lose their dynamic and become formal, almost static 

in their expression. 

Observing the surface of the abstractions, treated as a by-product of the of form-

giving process, skin textured imprints are visible and create a matrix of pattern 

along with deeper cracks stemming from folding movements. Holmes, as previously 

referred to, describes clay ‘as a medium so mobile as to be quite free to take form 

from surroundings, and where extensively used will record or echo a vast deal of 

nature, (wo)man included’ (Holmes, 1883, p. 446). 

Where the plaster exploration depended on a ready-made textile surface to generate 

both form and surface of the abstraction, the clay depended on none but its own 

inherent abilities to form and take marks when formed and re-reformed. Further, the 

static presence of the plaster abstractions adds an element of chance and accident 

that is not favoured in the initial stages of a design process. 

The mesh of the nylon tights, with ladders, seam reinforcements and crude stitching 

gives the abstractions a surface that is both constructed, or even crafted, as well 

as being a by-product of the form-giving technique where plaster is poured and 

expanding the matrix. 

Nevertheless, both examples exhibit a process of form-giving and surface-crafting as 

a simultaneous act of doing.

Despite clay being the favoured medium in these explorations, both examples of 

method are carried forward for further experimenting. 

ANALOGUE INVESTIGATIONS 
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Wax and rubber sample process. 

Examining the sample swatches, the thicker multi layered ones are immediately 

discarded from both set of materials. The thinner wax samples are immediate, their 

deep colour, the near perfect imprint of the knit and its ephemeral qualities visible 

within the gloss of the surface. Regardless, it is a thin rubber sample with its ability to 

transpose the surface of the knit mould on either side, that is chosen as the material 

to be carried through in the forthcoming experiments. The sample has an elasticity 

that is of practical use, it also holds a suitable drape, once more referring to concepts 

relating to textile. However, the rib in combination with the garter stitch may spell 

out its origin of a machine knitted cardigan in a voice threatening to overtake 

thoughts on alternatives to the archetypical garment.

Rubber sample with a soft drape.
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When set, the membranes are opened with tiny slits and slowly peeled from the 

abstractions. Of surprising interest is perceiving the membrane when only half way 

off, simultaneously revealing the smooth ‘positive’ side and the ridged and wrinkled 

‘negative’ side of the membrane. Further examining the membranes, turning them 

inside out it becomes apparent that the liquid rubber has seeped deep down cracks 

and hollows of the clay abstraction creating on their reverse a perfect physicality of a 

nothingness, that ‘transient nothing’ as referred to by Henry (1996). 

Relating Medium and Material I

Pre-vulcanised rubber, clay, plaster and rubber abstractions

In an attempt to further previous explorations this chapter will concern relating 

medium with material. Taking the abstractions from the initial investigation of 

interpreting form and surface to that of replicating, transposing some of their 

qualities to a different material.

The process of brush coating is used to quickly apply pre-vulcanised rubber to the 

clay and plaster abstractions. Several layers are applied and set to dry in between 

coats.

ANALOGUE INVESTIGATIONS 
OF SURFACE AND FORM

Rubber coated clay abstractions.

Rubber coated clay abstractions, close-ups.
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ANALOGUE INVESTIGATIONS 
OF SURFACE AND FORM

Separating rubber replica from clay abstraction. Clay abstraction with rubber replica, reverse and right side.
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ANALOGUE INVESTIGATIONS 
OF SURFACE AND FORM

Laying the membrane, still with its negative side facing outwards, next to its clay 

abstraction, it comes to show how well recognisable they are as a pair, even though 

they are complete opposites. 

Turning the membrane back on itself, reveals its smooth, not texture less, yet perhaps 

texture lacking side. The way in which the rubber seeped through the cracks and 

hollows of the face of the abstraction, creating that perfect reverse of the membrane’s 

negative side, completely saturated the very same hollows, almost eradicating them 

from the surface now examined. The deeper colour caused by the thickness of the 

rubber together with smooth indents indicates that there has been a cavity no longer 

here, not unlike scarring on human skin. 

Similarly, the membranes taken from the plaster abstractions reveal a reverse or 

negative side considered further interesting when exploring surface details and mark 

makings.  As opposed to the positive side, the negative perfectly shows the seams, 

reinforcements and ladders previously mentioned, as well as the gathers in the nylon 

knit caused by the stitch lines around each pocket and the rubber band closure. 

Turned back on themselves all patterning except faint creases around the stitch lines 

and some reinforcements have disappeared, not being nearly coarse enough in their 

texture to echo through several coats of rubber. 

The overall shape of the rubber replicas is abstract and complex, however less 

differing from the method of cut and assemble in comparison with the membrane 

taken from the paper clay abstraction. In particular, the easily recognisable 

creases spreading from the stitched pockets draw obvious parallels to the method 

using gathering, smocking or drawstring in its creation of body and form in two-

dimensional cloth.

Separating rubber replica from plaster abstraction, 
revealing the reverse side.
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Addressing the final outcome of these two explorations, the hollow membranes 

created by repeatedly brush coating the abstractions with pre-vulcanised rubber 

can be considered as an attempt to propose, or speculate dress with form-giving and 

surface-crafting as a simultaneous act. 

As an alternative to the cut and assemble method, they suggest a different expression 

in dress as the membranes inherit an effortless three-dimensionality of the 

abstractions they were moulded on. The material lends itself well to trace marks 

and surface details. The rubber membranes are also reversible, holding further 

versatilities within them, turned inside out on itself the membrane offers the glimpse 

of a three-dimensional mirror image reflecting the inversed surface of its body 

abstraction, as the membranes are touched simultaneously the physicality of a void is 

being touched. 

However, the membranes, in contrast to dress achieved through cut and assemble, is 

lacking one major component, that of a physical body, both as a wearer or even more 

so, as the actant which allows the investigation to address wearing in the initial stage 

of interpreting dress.

ANALOGUE INVESTIGATIONS 
OF SURFACE AND FORM

Plaster abstractions with with rubber replica, right side.
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Relating Medium, Material and Figure I

In the previous part, investigations attempting to relate alternative medium and 

material as example of dress were evaluated as lacking the actant of the wearer and 

in the extension, lacking the initial agent of proposed wearing within its expression. 

Loscheck suggests that ‘Fashion (even when it is extremely unusual designer fashion) 

refers to the body through the form of clothing. When no reference is made to the 

body, this is a question not of fashion but of art making use of the form of clothing’ 

(Loscheck, 2009, p.169).  

Arguably, Loscheck is not further defining in what way fashion or indeed dress, shall 

refer to the human body, on an abstract level, as in those early experiments, or direct-

ly, as in the aforementioned description of the cut and assemble method. However, 

interpreting her suggestion as the latter keeps her proposal in line with the thinking 

in this work. Therefore, a small scale figure of a supple material is introduced to 

further the investigation relating medium, material and body.

Figure, clay and pre-vulcanised rubber

The only parameter set for this exploration is the figure and its inherent guidance of 

form. Used as a tool for interpretation of dress form, clay is worked around and to-

gether with it. The collaboration between the three agencies of form, surface and fig-

ure is firstly recognised in the shaping or solidifying of under the arm space. Having 

cut many a sleeve shape from raglan, gusset, kimono, insert, two-piece insert, and so 

forth as well as having draped an array of garments that due to the cut and assemble 

method requires manipulating where limbs join, the form-giving and surface crafting 

of this area is perceived as simultaneously materialising as if “decisions are not ver-

bally predetermined, but arrived at in collaboration with the material itself’ (Millar, 

2013, p.29).Though it is quickly apparent that when working clay on figure, as in 

common with the method of cut and assemble and previous investigations in clay, it 

is easy to over-work, failing to keep the expression of dress in a state of becoming.

Addressing surface as construction rather than a by-product of form-giving tech-

niques, the clay lends itself to many opportunities of surface details and mark 

makings. 

ANALOGUE INVESTIGATIONS 
OF SURFACE AND FORM

Separating rubber replica from clay abstraction.
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Due to the small scale of the figure, the crafting of surfaces is somewhat lost in 

the process of transposing them to the pre-vulcanised rubber membrane. When 

scrutinising the membrane taken from the rough abstraction of dress created on 

figure, once more, the reverse, or negative side is of greater interest when compared 

to the smoother face of the positive side. However, this rubber membrane is not, as 

in previous investigations, a closed membrane replica of its abstraction only, it is 

open ended in the sense that it has gained its form from the guiding parameters of a 

human body and therefor refers back to both clay abstraction and the very actant that 

guided the form-giving of this abstraction. Not only can it be evaluated and compared 

as a mirror image of its clay abstraction, it can also be explored next to the figure or 

as a dressing layer on that figure. 

Though abstract in its form, it relates to dress in a clear way that the previous rubber 

membranes taken solely from clay and plaster abstractions failed to do. The reverse 

side, even though of great interest when examined in the closed circuit of a mirroring 

membrane does not function when related to the figure. Evaluated dressing the 

figure, the smaller circumference of the reverse side pulls the membrane in different 

directions creating an awkward expression no longer perceived suitable as now 

clearly relating to dress. 

Further, when worn, the material gets problematised in a way that the closed circuit 

experiments avoided as they were merely relating to a clay abstraction. When 

relating the rubber membrane to the figure it inevitably amplifies itself towards 

the wearing on a real human, posing questions of comfort and suitability of rubber 

being worn next to skin. The pre-vulcanised rubber has aided the investigation of 

form-giving and crafting of surfaces as a simultaneous action in dress, transitioning 

the initial experiments of interpretation to that of an initial replication that can be 

evaluated on a figure and proposed as dress. 

However, the material is perceived as keeping the experiments in a cul-de sac in 

relation to material development, as the rubber is a ready set product, further, it fails 

to offer the diversity represented in textiles. 

Exploring the form-giving and crafting of surfaces as a simultaneous act of doing and 

thinking in dress, should not be restricted to the expression of one material that is 

simply not suitable to wear next to skin. 

Due to the small scale of the figure, the crafting of surfaces is somewhat lost in 

the process of transposing them to the pre-vulcanised rubber membrane. When 

scrutinising the membrane taken from the rough abstraction of dress created on 

figure, once more, the reverse, or negative side is of greater interest when compared 

to the smoother face of the positive side. However, this rubber membrane is not, as 

in previous investigations, a closed membrane replica of its abstraction only, it is 

open ended in the sense that it has gained its form from the guiding parameters of a 

human body and therefor refers back to both clay abstraction and the very actant that 

guided the form-giving of this abstraction. Not only can it be evaluated and compared 

as a mirror image of its clay abstraction, it can also be explored next to the figure or 

as a dressing layer on that figure. 

ANALOGUE INVESTIGATIONS 
OF SURFACE AND FORM

Wearing rubber replica.
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Material II

Kombucha 

As the previous investigation rendered rubber unsuitable for further explorations, 

this brief interlude in the material exploration is the investigation of kombucha as 

an alternative material. Kombucha is a mycelium which in its dried form becomes a 

microbial cellulose reminiscent of leather. As such, the material has been suggested 

as an alternative to cloth and most commonly grown in sheets and once dried as 

a two-dimensional surface, formed using the method of cut and assemble, most 

notably by designer Suzanne Lee (2012). Lee’s work mostly concerns the making of 

garments which address questions in regard to material, but not to that of expression 

or methods of form-giving and surface crafting.

In this exploration, rather than sheet dried, wet kombucha is formed over clay 

abstractions emerging as a three-dimensional membrane. When dried the kombucha 

membranes are cut open and peeled off the abstraction. All samples were purpose 

grown and of different thickness in order to achieve diversity within the experiment 

and allow for broader evaluation. In contrast to the subtitle of this chapter, the 

kombucha is directly explored on the abstraction, with no prior testing.

ANALOGUE INVESTIGATIONS 
OF SURFACE AND FORM

Plaster abstractions with with kombucha replica, right side.
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Evaluated in comparison with the rubber membranes, the kombucha did not hold the 

same qualities in the transposing of surface, but rather concerned the overall form 

of the abstraction. Thinner membranes were see-through and brittle, and only the 

thicker membranes were actually possible to adequately handle. 

Once more, the material, though breathable and comfortable next to skin, was 

perceived as unsuitable for further explorations, not allowing for enough diversity 

in expression as well as lacking in its inherent abilities to draw further from surface 

mark makings. 

Non-woven textile fibre and agar agar

Guided by experiments at home university by Delia Dumitrescu, a brief return to 

liquid materials was taken, and a set of explorations were executed where green 

plastics derived from algae and glycerine was set in the previously used latex moulds. 

These were again successful in terms of surface replication, however, they were, as 

the kombucha, brittle when thin, stodgy and lifeless when thick and not in anyway 

compatible as an alternative material to that of textile cloth.

As each material test failed in one aspect or another, predominantly based on them 

lacking textile qualities, or at least not holding enough of textile qualities, the 

material explored so far was re-examined and it was concluded that the most suitable 

of them was the algae and glycerine green plastic. Being liquid in its initial stage, it is, 

like the pre vulcanised rubber, ideal for the transposing of form and surface. Further, 

it is environmentally sustainable, as well as comfortable next to skin: its only flaw is 

that of durability. The quest is how to increase this agent when used thinly, and in 

what way its lack of textile qualities could be manipulated.

This investigation explores the potential answer that textile qualities may be achieved 

by actually adding textile fibres as a component. In this exploration, fibres from 

cotton, wool and silk are carded by hand and sampled in latex moulds as two-

dimensional swatches. Algae based green plastic is tested as a binding agent of the 

fibres.

ANALOGUE INVESTIGATIONS 
OF SURFACE AND FORM

Plaster abstractions with with kombucha replica, right side.
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When samples were removed from the latex moulds, it was revealed that the 

binder had compressed the unruly carded sheets of textile fibre, and in doing so, 

strengthened them, inevitably addressing the former question on durability in a thin 

material. The samples had rough edges that when cut away, revealed neat swatches 

of differing textile materials representing the neat surfaces of the knit from the 

moulds in which they were created. As with the pre-vulcanised rubber and algae 

plastic, the surface imprint was shaping the textile and showing its ridges on both 

side of the sample. Further, in this form the three different fibre mixes appear both 

visually and tactilely as cotton, linen and silk. Handling the material it is perceived as 

surprisingly durable and pleasant against the skin and it is decided that a favourable 

material for further exploration is indeed discovered. A textile that does not require 

any further refinement past carding, and that in contrast to woven or knitted on 

roll, can be formed without cutting, sewing or using techniques of gathering. As the 

investigation is concluded successful, a new investigation is proposed, exploring the 

materials ability for three-dimensional form.

ANALOGUE INVESTIGATIONS 
OF SURFACE AND FORM

Kombucha, banana, silk, cotton and linnen samples.Non-woven cotton, first sample.
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Relating Medium and Material II

Now-woven cotton, agar agar and clay abstraction

This investigation will explore non-woven cotton bound with algae encompassing 

an early clay abstraction. Rather than being carded by hand, the cotton fibre is now 

properly opened and finely carded using available machinery.

Applying non-woven cotton to one of the clay abstractions, the sheets of carded fibres 

are simple to work around the form and requires no cutting, tearing with fingers or 

smoothing together, the fibres are evenly distributed across the abstraction. As the 

liquid algae binder is applied, the surface becomes see-through and flattens against 

the abstraction, resembling a wet garment clinging to a body. When dry, the material 

is thin, opaque and smooth to touch. As the material is not elastic, a large slit is 

required in order to separate it from the abstraction

ANALOGUE INVESTIGATIONS 
OF SURFACE AND FORM

Separating non-woven cotton replica from clay abstraction.
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Relating Medium, Material and Figure II

Figure, clay, non-woven cotton and agar agar.

This investigation is proposed to relate medium, material and body. It differs from the 

previous explorations of its kind within this licentiate in that the material is static and 

that the guiding parameters are not only that of the figure, as a decision was made 

to interpret not only the abstraction of dress, but dress as an archetypal or standard 

garment. Clay is used to loosely form a pair of trousers and a coat, recognisable as 

such, yet with properties almost impossible to achieve through the method of cut and 

assemble.

Laid next to each other, as the rubber and kombucha membranes in previous 

examples, they mirror each other as two opposites. It is apparent that through 

the process both shape and surface of the abstraction is transposed to the textile 

membrane replica in a way far more satisfactory than anticipated. Scrunched to a 

ball of cotton, it slowly returns its shape when released, repeated scrunching softens 

the material, not unlike the softening when handling of a freshly washed garment. 

Being of textile, this abstraction not only closely resembles a textile artefact but may 

even be argued as being one. However, further investigations must be undertaken in 

order to propose it as dress.

ANALOGUE INVESTIGATIONS 
OF SURFACE AND FORM

Clay abstractions with non-woven cotton replica, right side. Coat and trouser, wardrobe staples modelled in clay.
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ANALOGUE INVESTIGATIONS 
OF SURFACE AND FORM

Separating non-woven cotton replica and evaluating as dress on body.

Evaluating these experiments, the swift conclusion is that neither can be considered 

a successful object or artefact in themselves. However, when examining the 

suggestion for trousers, it can be perceived as representing a pair of two pleat front 

trousers worn on a windy day, frozen in their expression as a gust catches their light 

fabric. 

As an idea, they closely resemble the plaster abstractions presented in the very 

beginning of this work. Where plaster filled a textile matrix, here, a textile matrix, 

or trouser, looks to be filled with clay and human legs. As if the process in itself is 

reversed, first trouser, then legs, and finally a layer of thick clay in between. 

The same thoughts can be applied to the coat, though somehow the trouser is 

more convincing. Suddenly, there is an understanding that perhaps what these 

explorations are searching for and inevitably leading towards are investigations of 

the ‘space in between’, becoming examples unveiling the physicality between the 

body and the garment.
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Presented in Part I are physical investigations of dress, abstractions, interpretations 

and perhaps physical representations of thinking. Representations of this kind are 

suggested by McLeod (2006) and Hallnäs (2018) as figures of thought, or ‘figures 

to think through’. I would like to dwell on the notion of figures of thought, or as 

described by T.E Jones (2005) as ‘objects of attention’, (thinking through art p.228) 

and suggest that they are significantly different to the final artefact. The artefact is 

not the sole generator of knowledge, but in order to achieve the artefact, the figure 

of thought enables this generating of knowledge. Both mechanical and material, the 

how, but also the knowledge of questioning, the what, as in what is it and what can 

it become. Striving to eliminate the use of textile on roll in the method for artistic 

expression as well as the material for manufacturing, alternative mediums and ma-

terials are sought, allowing form-thinking within other disciplines to inform thought 

processes of making in dress. (Schowenberg 2017). Through analogue investigations, 

clay and plaster are tested for their abilities to allow for the simultaneous form-giving 

and crafting of surfaces. As small-scale abstractions, they are not representations of 

dress, they are proposed as figures to think through, on the way towards dress. As 

this work is concerned with actualisation (Schuster 2017) the material investiga-

tions that follows are a natural consequence of this journey. To propose dress where 

textile on roll is absent, the need for a replacement material is crucial in order to 

avoid merely speculating ideas. Wax, rubber, kombucha, agar agar and various mixes 

of non-woven textile fibres are proposed as alternatives. The figures of thought are 

actively used to propel the material investigations, both as physical representation of 

initial ideas and as actual forms and surfaces to replicate in the materials explored, 

subsequently contributing with a new set of figures of thought. In order to further 

these towards a discussion on dress, the latter of Part I is concerned with relating 

these figures of thought to the figure of the human body, unveiling a necessity for this 

work to explore the nothingness between the body of the human and the beginning 

of dress. This progression is dependent on an active evaluation process that in turn 

relies heavily on touch or haptic perception, generating information about, and pro-

posing direction of the physical object perceived, both ‘in the making’, and as an ‘after 

thought’. The action is described by Cross (1982) as a two-way communication be-

tween material and practitioner where the language is that of ‘object, or modelling’, 

and the product is the ‘transmission of knowledge about the phenomena of study’.  

Recognising ‘the space in between’ as a potential physical space rather than a noth-

ingness is further investigated in Part II, where 3D digital techniques are introduced 

and problematised.

SUMMARY OF 
PART I
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Part II
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3D Digital Replication

Introduction to part II

The second part of this work introduces 3D digital tools and processes and attempts 

to integrate these with the analogue explorations in part I. 3D digital replication 

of figure of thoughts allows for the immaterialising of a physical object, posing 

questions in regards to interpretation within such processes. The investigations 

address scale, both in relation to the physical and the digital world. Subsequently, 

the latter section of part II is concerned with proposing dress for wearing. Arrived at 

through alternative processes of interpretation and replication, physical examples of 

dress are presented. When worn, these examples function as physical embodiments 

of processes investigated within this work and allow for further evaluation of ideas 

proposed.

Cotton drill shirt sleeve, 3D scanner and 3D printer

The first investigation in part II aims at exploring the most foundational aspects of 

3D digital replication.  A shirt sleeve is digitally immaterialised using 3D scanning 

techniques and a replica is materialised in a soft, rubber like material through 3D 

printing techniques. In this investigation scaling occurred, but no further digital 

interpretations were undertaken. The investigation was carried out during the same 

time period as the analogue work presented in part I.

 Evaluated in regards to its ability to digitally forward the analogue design process, 

the technique of 3D scanning can be compared with the digitalisation of analogue 

photo negatives, where a visual, created through analogue means, is transferred 

to the digital darkroom of the computer program with an array of after affects and 

multitudes of accessible techniques that enable the endless digital interpretation of 

the analogue representation. 

Likewise, an analogue garment is 3D digitised through 3D scanning, however, the 

negative from the analogue photograph is a two-dimensional interpretation of a 

three-dimensionality prior to the process of digitalisation, in contrast, the three-

dimensional garment holds no prior experience of two-dimensionality, neither is it 

INTRODUCING 
3D DIGITAL 
TECHNIQUES
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main critique of 3D printing in dress is that of material (Jacobson 2017, Noorani 

2017.). However, 3D printing this sleeve in a textile cellulose material, not dissimilar 

to the non-woven algae mix presented in this work, will not change the fact that 

no thinking of form-giving or surface-crafting was ever present within the digital 

process. 

The shirt sleeve experiment was terminated as it was perceived as a closed loop not 

enabling further exploration. Comparable to the photocopy of a painting it holds 

many qualities in its own right, but the photocopy can never be said to be created 

using brush strokes, even though visually depicting them (Benjamin, 1938).

Regardless, the question posed by this exploration were to take a prominent role 

within further explorations. A suggestion is to place the question elsewhere within 

the process than at the stage of final assembly, this is in order to further investigate 

the answer as it suggests that the positioning of 3D digital tools within the design 

process is complex and crucial for the development of the field.

destined, like the photograph, to be reproduced two-dimensionally. 

The 3D scanning allows for a phenomenon where a three-dimensional object can be 

three dimensionally re-interpreted in the immaterialised, second dimension, though 

aimed at being further re-produced three-dimensionally. 

The cotton shirt sleeve gained its form and surface by merging two pieces of cloth 

using the cut and assemble method. A replica of the sleeve is created by 3D printing, 

a technique where form-giving and crafting of surfaces is arguably executed as a 

simultaneous act of making, 

or manufacturing.  However, can it be considered a simultaneous act of thinking?  If 

relying on the method of cut and assemble at the initial stages of design and design 

development, where does the need for 3D printing as final assembly lie?. At the time 

of writing, the research on cellulose material for 3D printing emerging as the current 

Cotton drill sleeve, digital replica as stl file.
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INTRODUCING 3D DIGITAL TECHNIQUES

Cotton drill shirt sleeve, cut and assembled. 3D printed replica of cotton drill shirt sleeve.
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Relating 3D Digital to Analogue Thinking

Latex mould, non-woven silk,  polyester and agar agar

The investigations using non-woven and agar agar presented in part I all shared a 

complication. As the material is near static, cutting is necessary in order to separate 

it from its abstraction, or figure of thought. If a form is complex, as in the exploration 

of ‘trouser’, the material could simply not be separated from the abstraction. 

Considering the flexibility in the 3D printed sleeve, an idea of replicating a replica 

presented as a flexible mould was born.

This experiment is situated somewhere in between using the figure of thoughts three 

dimensionality and the surface of the flat latex mould of a knit sleeve rib. A latex 

interpretation of a knitwear sleeve is used for the replication in silk fibre, polyester 

and agar agar. Nawar Kadi at the Swedish School of Textiles suggested the mix of 

silk fibre with that of polyester in a ratio of 96% and 4%, blending the fibres during 

the mechanical opening and carding process. After application to the latex sleeve 

mould, and prior to adding the agar agar binder, the mould with the non-woven silk 

polyester mix was baked in an oven at 165°C for approx. 4 minutes. This resulted 

in the non-woven silk being bound by a small amount of melted, oil-based fibre, 

increasing its surface strength.

Once the non-woven and agar agar is dry it is simple to remove the collapsible latex 

sleeve by simply compressing it, slipping it through the non-woven sleeve ending.

INTRODUCING 3D DIGITAL TECHNIQUES

Separating non-woven silk replica from latex sleeve.
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Relating 3D Digital to Analogue Material

Two-piece 3D printed form, non-woven cotton and agar agar

Previous explorations have pointed towards moulding techniques as a way to 

transpose qualities in static examples of form-giving and crafting of surfaces to a 

mobile material. Moulds have consisted of a single positive entity, where the form 

and surface is transposed as the wet material clings to the mould during the drying 

process.

This investigation concerns surface in relation to the non-woven agar agar material. 

In this exploration, a surface form, wholly developed within a digital setting and 

materialised through 3D printing is presented with the purpose to investigate if 

the surface of the non-woven material behaves differently when moulded using a 

negative and positive structure. The mould consists of two parts, one negative and 

one positive. Both contain a simple graphic pattern of lines and dots in variation of 

scale, all placed vertically along the rectangle and as mirrored opposites. Slightly 

curved and twisted, the mould addresses form-giving as a secondary component. 

The silk and polyester membrane is smooth to touch and resembles a light weight silk 

shirting. The melted polyester fibre has arguably increased strength, being perhaps 

of more importance during the stage of binding the non-woven with agar agar rather 

than to the finalised sleeve. When using man-made fibre solely, the non-woven tends 

to stretch and sometimes slip when applying the binder.

Similar to the experiment of replicating a shirt sleeve using 3D digital techniques, the 

investigation has not furthered the ‘what’ in a design process, but inevitable suggests 

an ‘how’ concerning technical ways to execute further experiments.

INTRODUCING 3D DIGITAL TECHNIQUES

Non-woven silk sleeve.
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The experiment using the two-part positive and negative surface mould results 

in a slightly bent sheet of non-woven cotton material with clearly defined three-

dimensional lines and dots. However, surface detail previously replicated from 

figure of thoughts and latex moulds held similar characteristics. Therefore, despite 

the exploration concluded successful, further investigations are terminated as this 

technique is not likely to improve surface structures to an extent that justifies the 

work expected from producing the negative mould.

INTRODUCING 3D DIGITAL TECHNIQUES

3D printed two part mould for investigating techniques of form and surface processes. Non woven cotton sample from two part mould.
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Relating 3D Digital to Analogue Medium

Figure of thought in clay and figure of thought 
as 3D printed replica

Some of the previous investigations of collapsible and non-collapsible moulding 

techniques suggest that collapsible structures are to be preferred over static when 

using a non-elastic material for the transposing of information in regards to form-

giving and surface crafting as a simultaneous action.

In order to make a physical example of this proposed relationship a clay abstraction 

presented in Part I is 3D scanned and replicated through 3D printing. 

The same flexible and soft material as that in the replication of the cotton drill shirt 

sleeve is used. It is an attempt to relate the analogue figure of thought to the realm of 

the 3D digital.

Concerning the purely technical aspects of the investigation the techniques of 

replication are deemed successful, akin to the cotton drill shirt example presented 

earlier. Examining the two objects side by side, the 3D printed replica can be 

perceived as not merely a 3D printed copy of its neighbour in clay. The material in 

the two are vastly different, however, it is not within the material that the difference 

seems to lie. It is as if a process of thinking is forwarded from the initial figure of 

thought, representing a figure of thought in itself, consequently demonstrating a 

process of digital materialising and immaterialising, addressing concerns previously 

proposed in regards to the positioning of 3D digital tools within the design process of 

dress.

INTRODUCING 3D DIGITAL TECHNIQUES

Digital replica of clay abstraction. 
Top: 3D scan, stl. file. 
Bottom: 3D print replica and original clay.
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Relating 3D Digital to Analogue Medium, 
Material and Figure I

The space in between

This example is a further investigation of the ‘space in between’, briefly discussed 

in part I as an attempt to unveil the physicality between the body and the garment 

and what consequences it may present to the development of alternative methods 

of dress. It is also an attempt to relate 3D digital techniques to analogue medium, 

material and physical body.

Drawing from the conclusions arrived at through the trouser example, it is decided 

that an interpretation of a simple T-shirt is to be sketched using clay, guided by the 

small-scale figure and the pre-conceived perception of what a T-shirt is. Firstly, the 

ensemble is 3D scanned and adjustments are undertaken in CAD. Through minor 

adjustments the rather raw form is polished into the notion of a T-shirt by sharply 

trimming endings that will come to represent sleeve and bottom hems. Finally, a 3D 

printed version of the process is materialised, and referred to simply as T-shirt Form 

with a capital F.  

INTRODUCING 3D DIGITAL TECHNIQUES

T-Shirt Form. 
Top: 3D scan, stl.file.
Bottom: 3D printed T-Shirt Form
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T-shirt Form is set with a non-woven banana fibre and agar agar. When dried, a 

replica membrane is released by simply compressing the collapsible form, sliding 

it through the naturally occurring opening at the bottom of a T-shirt structure, 

presenting an example of a non-woven T-shirt.

Examining the non-woven T-shirt, it holds, as with previous explorations where the 

clay interpretations are guided by a human figure, strong connections perceivable 

between the figure and the garment. Through actively executing the process, an 

understanding of the ‘space between’ is raised, both as the simple fact that it exists, 

and the further comprehension that its existence may be a crucial parameter in the 

experiment. 

INTRODUCING 3D DIGITAL TECHNIQUES

Separating non-woven banana fibre replica from T-Shirt Form.Non-woven banana fibre and T-Shirt Form.
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Relating 3D Digital to Analogue Medium, 
Material and Figure II

Scale I:I

T-shirt I 

As this work explores alternative methods of form-giving and crafting of surfaces as 

a simultaneous action in dress, it can be argued that through dress, the given scale 

of the experiments shall enable them to be evaluated as worn on a human body.  The 

previous example of suggesting a T-Shirt confused as the understanding of it and 

its process is by no means embedded in the final artefact, or garment. Therefore, it 

was decided the experiment should be executed in what is perceived as full scale in 

relation to dress. Previously, the T-shirt Form was produced through 3D printing, 

though mentioned, 3D printers were developed for small scale sampling, not the 

manufacturing of dress. Cnc routing, like 3D printing is a tool for digital materialising 

where the latter creates form and surface by adding material and the former by 

subtracting. What is created through this adding or subtracting is logged within a 3D 

digital file, and how that information is created is a question evoked in this work.

The physical scaling of T-shirt Form in this investigation is executed by the cnc 

routing of polystyrene. This exploration begins with scaling T-shirt Form digitally and 

simply setting up a block of polystyrene on a 3 axis cnc router. Post routing, analogue 

interpretation is taking place, i.e commonplace hand tools are used to enable the 

dissembling of Form. This simply because time did not allow for this type of work 

to be executed digitally, prior to starting the materialising process. Repeating the 

process conducted in the small scale version of the non-woven T-Shirt, cotton fibre 

cardings are bound with agar agar and left to set.

INTRODUCING 3D DIGITAL TECHNIQUES

Presenting only the non-woven T-shirt to peers, the question is raised to why a replica 

of a scaled down male dress stand is produced? Information imbedded within the 

process, accessed through its execution is not present within the final artefact. To 

those not actively involved in the process of filling the perceived void between the 

female figure and the imagined T-shirt using soft clay, the non-woven T-shirt becomes 

a representation, or replica, of a male torso. 

This may point towards parts of the process as unveiling something about dress 

in general, or it may just be that when investigating alternative methods of dress, 

unusual dress is expected. Perhaps it is the context of presentation, a small-

scale object proposed as dress, yet not worn that makes apparent that scale is 

a disapproving parameter obstructing further evaluation as dress and further 

investigation must be undertaken.
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Making of T-Shirt Form, cnc routing and hand tools. Separating T-Shirt I from T-Shirt Form.
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Undertaking the tedious process of separating the T-shirt from the Form started 

with the trimming of all edges, or hem-line as they would be referred to using the 

language of cut and assemble. A pencil line is marked on free-hand, carefully judging 

its position and the proportions created, a sharp blade is used to cut, the process is 

familiar. The middle section of the Form is released and the two sides are carefully 

pushed up and in releasing a full scale version of T-shirt. The change in material and 

technique for the production of the Form, as well as technique for collapsing it do not 

change the expression of the final outcome per se.  

However, unfamiliar to working such large areas, the thickness of material is 

miss-calculated, this resulting in a rather  

odd representation of a T-shirt. The thickness of material resembles that of a boil 

washed wool coat whilst the form clearly states that this is a T-shirt.  

An anomaly, often occurring within the cut and assemble method when conducting 

experiments small scale and addressing large scale in final assembly have managed to 

transfer itself to this proposed alternative method of dress. Though a failure in itself, 

it can nevertheless be perceived as an additional indicator that executing experi-

ments in full scale is of importance for this research work.  

As the digital allows for great freedom of scale on-screen so does photography, how-

ever, material is heavily impacted by scale. Yet again, criticism from other disciplines 

in regards to the execution of design in CAD is valuable to take in consideration. In 

the book ‘Body Architecture’ Neil Leach writes that ‘The lesson is clear. In scaling up 

or down, architects need to step beyond their ocularcentric approach that privileges 

the visual, and take into account other, often invisible, factors” (Leach, 2017, p. 80). 

Though not strictly talking about material per se, Leach points towards the physical 

model or the physical artefact, not just the scale-less visual representation thereof, 

regardless of whether it sits on our screens or exists as a photographic documentation 

not revealing the scale of the photographed artefact.  

When evaluating physical examples, in contrast to images thereof, the question of 

scale is inevitable. However, as suggested by Leach, a less ocularcentric approach is 

often a consequence, which arguably comes to feed valuable information from varia-

ble sources back into the process.

INTRODUCING 3D DIGITAL TECHNIQUES

T-Shirt I, non-woven cotton, front and back.
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T-Shirt II

As previous investigation failed in regards to material thickness, a new exploration is 

commenced. Once more guided by Nawar Kadi, it is decided that the form will be set 

with 30g of cotton fibre, mechanically opened, carded and needled. 

In some previous explorations minimal amounts of polyester were added to 

strengthen the material through heat melting. Not only is there the question of 

man-made fibres as environmentally unsustainable, if heated, the polystyrene Form 

would melt together with the fibre. Though it shall be mentioned that there is a full 

understanding of the fact that using some polyester fibre in a garment investigation is 

far more sustainable than using a large block of polystyrene.

However, mechanical needling of the non-woven cotton is tested in order to 

investigate potential properties when set with agar agar. In this exploration, the 

T-shirt Form is once more set with non-woven cotton and agar agar. Though this 

time mechanical needling is tested, however, as the mechanical needling machine 

used is aimed for sampling, this results in narrower strips of material, which in turn 

affects the process of applying it to the Form. As the material now requires joining, 

an analogue needling process is carried out where the material meets. Starting the 

procedure of releasing T-shirt II from the Form it is decided against trimming the 

edges, as was done in the previous example. Rather, edges are left raw and T-Shirt II 

is released from the Form.

INTRODUCING 3D DIGITAL TECHNIQUES

Applying non-woven needled cotton and agar agar on T-Shirt Form.
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Relating 3D Digital with Analogue
Medium, Material and FigureIII

T-Shirt III-In collaboration with Riikka Talman

During the time of exploring T-shirt I and II, frequent discussion with fellow PhD 

student Riikka Talman resulted in the following investigation. The exploration is an 

attempt to merge our areas of research. 

Talman’s research is mainly conducted through weaving and concerns changeability 

as a quality in textiles. In her own words, Talman describes how this changeability 

‘opens up for alternative possibilities in regards to creating expressions, wherein 

time and change are design variables alongside more traditional qualities, and 

could encourage a diversity of lifespans and changes over various timescales, better 

connecting textiles to the properties of their raw materials’ (Talman, 2019, p. 34). 

Her work often juxtaposes yarns of different qualities with inherent qualities to 

change or form through after treatments such as heat or water.

Our joint investigation springs from the curiosity as to what T-shirt Form and 

formable textiles would come to suggest as dress. The experiment is executed by 

covering Form with a large sac-like construction in double-layered paper and pva 

weave that holds an even texture. Lukewarm water is added to the weave causing it 

to shrink and form around the outlines of the Form.

The suggestion is for the sac to be woven in one piece, not requiring any cutting or 

sewing apart from when cut off the loom. However, as this is an initial investigation, 

material ready at hand is used and compromised through the method of cut and 

assemble.

When dry, a similar approach as in T-shirt I is undertaken. A sharp neckline is marked 

and carefully cut, the bottom, or perhaps now correctly referred to as hemline is 

left raw. Forced, rather than slipped of the Form is an example of a T-shirt where 

the influence of material is arguably stronger than in previous explorations, here 

‘direction and placement of the fabric on the Form, and texture of the fabric all 

influence the shape of the garment’ (Talman, 2019, p.186).

Compared with the previous example, T-Shirt II, constructed with a lower fibre 

weight is to prefer, both as an example of T-Shirt and as a suggestion for alternative 

method of dress. To answer the question if mechanical needling is increasing strength 

and improving wearability, an example of same fibre weight, not needled must be 

produced. Comparing with the previousnon-needled example is not an option as it 

contains a far higher fibre count. 

The main contribution of these two examples of T-Shirt is their scale, enabling them 

to be worn and evaluated as dress, furthering the information on the method used 

creating them.

INTRODUCING 3D DIGITAL TECHNIQUES

T-Shirt II, non-woven cotton, front and back.
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Most notable is perhaps that the garment rather than having sleeves, is presenting 

the notion of sleeves. 

The outline of T-shirt III is recognisable as such, however, if attempted to wear as a 

T-shirt, the arms would be tightly pushed down the side of the body, the excessive 

fabric on both sides flapping like wings. Therefore, arm holes are place marked 

and cut open. There is an immediate rush to wear the example, this is when 

further parameters of scale and material is discovered. When scaling T-shirt Form, 

it was not taken into account that the cut and assemble variation, upon which 

the measurements were based, is commonly constructed from a knitted textile, 

with inherent qualities of stretch. The woven material used has inherent qualities 

of shrinking, not stretching. T-shirt III simply does not fit a grown-up woman, a 

conclusion that can be readily applied to previous examples as the non-woven cotton 

and agar agar material is just as prone to remain static.

INTRODUCING 3D DIGITAL TECHNIQUES

Separating T-Shirt III from T-Shirt Form. T-Shirt III, double-layered paper and pva weave, front and back.
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Wearing and Comparing I

T-Shirt I, II, III and T-Shirt Dress

As concluded in previous investigations, the examples of dress must be worn to 

enable further evaluation. As a miss-calculation had occurred during the digital 

scaling process, the garments produced from T-shirt Form cannot be worn by most 

grown up women. They are however well suited to an adolescent. The following 

series of images shows Julia wearing T-shirt III and T-shirt Dress, both in double 

layered paper weave.

Scrutinising the garments when worn enables an unveiling of thought processes. For 

the first time the idea of the space in between actant and dress is a reality as dress. No 

longer solidified, as in the initial figure of thought, or indeed in the T-shirt Form, the 

‘space in between’ is now rather reversed to nothing, to its initial point of departure. 

Materialised is a projected something of that solidification, represented by dress, in 

the form of two garments, a T-shirt and a dress. When worn, the garments clearly 

relate back to human body via the ‘reversely-crafted’ space no longer solidified. As a 

thought materialised.

T-Shirt Dress In collaboration with Riikka Talman

A second exploration is conducted in attempt to transform T-Shirt Form into T-shirt 

Dress. 

The procedure is executed as in the previous investigation, except for surplus 

material used lengthwise when constructing the sac. This excess is pulled and 

gathered along the bottom of the form. The procedure of preparing and releasing the 

dress from the Form repeats the steps in previous investigation. Scrutinised next to 

each other, it is apparent that both garments require

wearing to be further evaluated. 

INTRODUCING 3D DIGITAL TECHNIQUES

T-Shirt Dress, double-layered paper and pva weave, front and back.
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Julia wearing T-Shirt III. Julia wearing T-Shirt Dress.
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Nevertheless, the wearing brings complications, and questions are many. If this work 

explores methods of form-giving and crafting of surfaces as a simultaneous act of 

doing and thinking in dress, what does it mean to the process that a material with an 

inherent surface structure already created on looms is used to present dress? Even 

though both criteria were addressed in the initial stages of the process, shall this not 

also be the case in the final stage, that of representing dress? Could the fact that the 

fabric is changing its surface through the shrinking process, inevitably in-directly 

related to the surface of the Form, nevertheless as a direct consequence of the Form, 

represent an in-between positioning of the proposed simultaneity?  These questions 

arguably require further investigations. However, more specific questions in regard 

to the garments presented is answered with greater success. It is already suggested 

for the sac to be woven in one piece, not requiring any cutting or sewing apart from 

when cut off the loom. 

In these examples, the short sleeve abstraction still allows for movement, however, 

a longer sleeve will present some difficulties. Suggested is that this could also be 

addressed if executed as a double weave by incorporating stops within the weave 

structure. These can be cut, creating channels in the weave able to accommodate 

limbs if existent within the Form. Fraying of the weave is in some places such as arm 

holes and neck lines fixated with the haberdashery product ‘fray stop,’ yet in some 

places is left to fray as an effect. These parameters can be addressed and incorporated 

within the weave structure and developed alongside the making of Form, both 

actively guiding the form-giving process. 

Scrutinised in tandem and in comparison with T-shirt III, it is apparent that the 

non-woven examples are of closer resemblance to the Form. Clearly defined sleeves, 

a surface pattern reflecting that of the surface of Form. It further enables the 

evaluation of reversed crafting as a method as its being around the body and arms are 

a closed circuit. Form-giving has no detectable point of departure such as a seam, a 

dart, a gusset or a gathering, only clear endings where material stops and the wearer 

begins, or at least shows. Where T-shirt III can be seen as an abstract suggestion of a 

T-shirt, these examples are more clearly arrived at through the commonly perceived 

concept of a T-shirt. 

INTRODUCING 3D DIGITAL TECHNIQUES

Julia wearing T-Shirt I.
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Compared as two examples of non-woven T-shirt, they hold quite different 

expressions, both in relation to each other and in relation to worn and not worn. 

T-shirt I is preferred when worn, the static impression and solidness perceived 

when presented as an object is transformed when worn and clearly presented as 

dress, containing a rigidity often strived towards when using cut and assemble, as 

achieving this through named method takes skill and craftsmanship. Examples can 

include Balenciaga’s iconic barrel shaped coats, or the rigidity from a tailored jacket 

building form by manipulating the suiting with a layered structure of canvas, horse 

hair and purposely arranged hand stitching. The sharply cut finishings enhance this 

expression further, preventing the material, and in effect, T-Shirt from clinging to 

arms, neck and as it were, the skirt. 

Likewise, T-shirt II changes expression when worn, its light weight material causing 

it to drape, the raw finishings enhancing this by clinging, even dangling with 

movement. Further, the light weight, or simply low fibre content has caused the 

garment to tear in places, clearly setting it apart from T-shirt I’s rigid expression. 

Perhaps, it is also these qualities that separates it somewhat further from the Form 

than what was observed in the previous example of T-shirt I. The impression is that of 

Julia wearing a T-shirt and not a T-shirt expressing the space between itself and Julia.

This is by no means a statement that rigidities resemblance of the Form is to prefer in 

all instances of being worn, rather, it is noted as an observation, and in this specific 

case, an observation in favour of T-shirt I, nevertheless not to be applied as a rule. As 

observations go, it shall be remembered that the opposite was noted when evaluated 

prior to being worn, the two garments resting as static objects on a table.

INTRODUCING 3D DIGITAL TECHNIQUES

Julia wearing T-Shirt II.
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Relating 3D Digital with Analogue
Medium, Material and Figure IV

Dress I, II and III.

After taking the decision to expand the exploration of changeable textile and Form, 

a slightly different approach from previous examples were proposed. The work com-

menced with producing one Form and a set of two textiles in order to execute a range 

of new examples. Due to the absence of a wide loom at school, the work on a new set 

of examples in scale 1:1 still relied on a cut and assemble finish of the textiles. The 

initial figures of thought addressed not only form-giving and crafting of surfaces as 

a simultaneous act of doing, the knowledge interpreted from the inherent qualities 

of the changeable weave and the technical restrictions mentioned in regards to loom 

width presented in T-shirt I introduced further variables informing the initial design 

process. 

The process of executing and materialising Dress Form followed that of T-shirt Form. 

Clay was worked on figure and 3D scanned. The digital scaling process took into 

account the restrictions of the weave and allowed for movement when worn.

 Dress Form was split into sections using CAD prior to being materialised through 

CNC routing using a three axis router. Minor changes were executed using hand 

tools, in order to re-sculpt certain areas this type of CNC router fails to reach.

INTRODUCING 3D DIGITAL TECHNIQUES

Modelling Dress Form, 3D scan of clay abstraction.
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Making of T-Shirt Form, cnc routing and hand tools.

Examples of dress are executed as in T-shirt I, however, different weave construction 

and placement presents three slightly different versions of dress. 

Dress I and Dress II are created using an uneven paper yarn and cotton double weave 

with a PVA binding weft floating on one side (R.Talman 2019). Where Dress I sees 

the weave placed horizontally on Form with the right side facing outwards the weave 

in Dress II is placed on the bias, with the wrong side facing outward.

Dress III is created from paper yarn and cotton double weave with a PVA binding weft 

between the layers (Talman 2019), placed horizontally on Form. All examples use 

full length of weave, causing a natural hemline from selvedge.
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Dress Form and changeable textile. Shrinking process.
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Disassembling Form and releasing the dresses follows a similar procedure as in 

T-Shirt III and T-Shirt Dress. A sharp neckline is cut. The many pieces of Form are 

slowly pulled out from beneath and after repeating the process, three truly different 

looking examples of dress is presented and referred to as Dress I, II and II. Weave 

composition, scale and directional placement of textile on Form profoundly change 

the expression of the garments. Weave structure further enhances this as not only the 

form in the examples are differing, so are their surfaces. Though Form holds dramatic 

changes in its surface expression, these are close to eradicated in these examples, 

the surface of the weave is the experience perceived when evaluating them, both by 

touching and by looking. Having learnt from previous experience it is decided that 

further evaluation of the examples shall be undertaken when worn.

Moreover, it is proposed that a non-woven example is created in order to facilitate 

further evaluation of Form.

INTRODUCING 3D DIGITAL TECHNIQUES

Seperating Dress I from Dress Form.
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Dress I and Dress II, paper yarn and cotton double weave with PVA binding weft floating on one side, front 
and back.

Dress III, paper yarn and cotton double weave with PVA binding weft between layers, front and back.
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Dress IV

To further investigate Dress Form, an example in non-woven and agar agar is 

undertaken. Cotton fibre is once more chosen, this in order to cohesively compare the 

example not only with Dress I, II and III but with non-woven cotton T-Shirt I and II.

The weight is set to 30g and not needled, this due to restrictions in width caused by 

the needle punch which is aimed at sampling only.

Dress Form is set with cotton fibre and agar agar, however, an unwashed batch of 

fibre was accidently used, causing the agar agar to simply ripple like pearls down the 

greased fibres, not penetrating the surface, binding the fibres correctly. In an attempt 

to save the example, hot water mixed with washing up liquid is applied with spray 

bottle, soaking the fibres completely. When fully dried, the non-woven has a softer, 

slightly squeaky feel and absorbs the agar agar, if not fully, at least well enough 

to allow for continued work. When set, Form is disassembled and the non-woven 

example is released and simply referred to as Dress IV.

INTRODUCING 3D DIGITAL TECHNIQUES

Applying non-woven needled cotton and agar agar to Dress Form.
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Seperating Dress IV from Dress Form. Dress IV, non -woven cotton, front and back.

Strikingly soft, both to touch and when handling, the surface of Dress IV has a 

certain gloss not present in T-Shirt I and II. It is impossible to say if this is due to 

the treatment of washing-up liquid prior to applying the agar agar or if perhaps it is 

caused by the natural grease still present in the cotton fibre. Dress IV is not only soft 

to stroke, it holds an all over softness that allows it to drape when held, mimicking 

woven or knit fabric. It is light to catch with the hand and falls heavily back down 

when scrunching and releasing using the type of movements often repeated when 

evaluating and establishing the material qualities of a fabric or garment. With its 

neckline and hem left raw and with its light dust of greenish grey mould caused by 

the high humidity and warm weather of late summer, Dress IV resembles the skin of 

a burst puffball mushroom, still holding a rounded form though deflated. Compared 

with the woven dresses, it holds a peculiar impression of Form collapsing, presenting 

a deflated example of dress against which dress I, II and III can be further evaluated 

in regards to their relation with Form. Undertaking the task of tracing their qualities 

as garments, or dress, there is an acute need for all dresses to be worn, as with the 

examples of T-shirt.
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Wearing and Comparing II

Dress I, II III and IV

As scale in relation to material was taken into account during the execution of Form 

for Dress I, II and III and IV, these examples can be further evaluated when worn on a 

grown woman. The following series presents Erika wearing the examples. 

Evaluated first is Dress I. Created from the uneven weave placed horizontally on 

Form it holds soft qualities and a strong surface structure influenced by direction of 

weave rather than Form. Worn, it clearly suggests where to place arm holes and these 

are cut as curved slits and treated with fray check. It is through this forming around 

arms that the influence of Form is most noticeable, closely resembling the area where 

clay ends and arm commence in the initial clay example. The dress holds a rich 

bounce when in movement, however, much of the structured volume of Form gets 

represented by draping volumes of textile.

INTRODUCING 3D DIGITAL TECHNIQUES

Erika wearing Dress I.
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Dress II, created from the same uneven weave, however differently placed over 

Form, presents an alternative expression to that of Dress I. Sleeves are created as in 

Dress I through the cutting of slits likewise suggesting their own placement. Shrunk 

on the bias, Dress II holds a closer fit on Form in both its concave and convex areas, 

and allows for a voluminous and slightly unbalanced dress. Flowing movement 

is perceived as present even within still images, once more facilitated by draping 

lengths of textile rather than the structured volume of Form.

INTRODUCING 3D DIGITAL TECHNIQUES
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Erika wearing Dress II.
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Dress III, with its even, yet rough terry surface presents something entirely different. 

Snug on the Form and less allowing for concave space than Dress II this example 

holds qualities similar to T-Shirt II, where fibre weight was miscalculated presenting 

an armour like T-Shirt object. Similarly, Dress III presents a symbiosis between object 

as independent artefact and dress. 

Where Dress I and II became dress when released from Form, Dress III became object 

upon release from Form and turned dress first when worn. 

Suggested as the most successful of the woven examples as an attempt of tracing 

Form and holding its direction and structures volume, it is not the favoured example 

of dress. If this lies within the actual Form and its reversely crafted suggestion of 

dress, or the way in which it is furthered in this particular weave presents a difficult 

question. As the three dresses presents strong divergent of Form, evaluating the Form 

as directly as in the T-shirt example is difficult. Form-giving and crafting of surfaces 

as a simultaneous action is present both within the initial stages of creating Form and 

that of final example where the shrinking weave holds embedded qualities for further 

specification of form and surface qualities. 

However, when reversing the roles within the evaluation, mapping Form against the 

dresses created from it, it is apparent that the restrictions presented within the weave 

have affected the form-giving. Form is presented through a dense body of backwards 

crafted space where arms and legs are encapsulated only to be free to move once 

manual cutting is applied to the final outcome, that of the woven dress. 

INTRODUCING 3D DIGITAL TECHNIQUES

Erika wearing Dress III.
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Compared with the woven dresses, Dress IV closely resembles Form, disclosing 

information both of the interpreted space in between actant and dress and the 

actant herself. The building platform provided by the actant originally used for 

the interpretation is detectable in the garment when worn by Erika. In regards to 

the structured volume, forms that are drooping, almost melting away on Form are 

present in Dress IV.  Likewise, smaller protruding surface structures where clay was 

originally worked in a deliberately botched manner are appearing along its structure. 

As mimicker of Form, Dress IV is the most successful of the dresses. As an example of 

dress, it holds strong qualities in its material properties, however, in its structure, it 

presents a bewildering example of what dress may be, or may become. Where Dress 

I and II are easily recognisable as dress through our current perception of aesthetics, 

dress IV presents something different, an aesthetic in need of establishing itself as an 

alternative, and as an alternative, ought to be further explored. 

Mapped against dress IV, Dresses I, II and III hold less information about Form, 

and, as an extension, the space in between. Perhaps it is the lack of limbs on Form, 

in conjunction with the inherent qualities of imbedded forming in the changeable 

weave that obstruct the transmission of this information to the garment. Perhaps, it 

is caused by something entirely different. Nevertheless, further explorations will be 

executed out of sheer curiosity of the matter.

INTRODUCING 3D DIGITAL TECHNIQUES
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Erika wearing Dress IV.
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The work presented in Part II introduces 3D digital tools. Investigated with caution, 

it is an attempt to integrate rather than merely plug-in, and as a means of unpacking 

craft knowledge within the digital process (Frayling 2015). First, the notion of the 

figure of thought is addressed through 3D digital manufacturing, constructing an 

active thinking around the physical object rather than the immaterialised idea, 

thought processes embedded in digital tools are investigated through the examples 

of analogue craft methods proposed in Part I. Secondly, the figure of the human is 

related through scale 1:1 suggestions of dress, furthering the evaluation of examples 

through allowing them to be actively worn. Here, materials previously used to relate 

the initial figure of thought with dress are now proposed simply as dress. Constructed 

through the forming of materials around separable moulds or Forms with capital F, 

the investigations act on Frayling’s suggestion of ‘front-end craft knowledge’ where 

craft and ‘designerly ways of thinking’ (Cross 1983) are reversed within the process 

of making and thinking with 3D digital tools. 

The latter section of Part II introduces the collaborative work undertaken with 

Riikka Talman, a fellow PhD student in textile design. Through Talman’s changeable 

textiles, an additional understanding of the role of Form is suggested through a series 

of investigations. No longer perceived as a ‘figure to think through’, Form presents the 

accumulated thinking of medium, material, and the human figure. All contributing 

to the qualities of Form and the suggestion of dress when replicated. Examples of 

dress are executed and presented in non-woven textile fibres and agar agar, alongside 

changeable textiles produced by Riikka Talman. Subsequently, transmitting differing 

information about Form enables further evaluation and reflection on the interplay 

between human figure, Form and dress.  As a consequence, the method of ‘reversed 

crafting’ is proposed as an understanding, integration and development of digital 

tools from ‘within the field’ (Schowenberg 2017) of dress. However, this method of 

‘reversed crafting’ shall not be perceived or regarded as a proposed solution, but as 

encouraging and informing further development of alternative ideas of thinking and 

doing in dress in a time recognised as as a ‘period of decadence’ (Benjamin 1936).

Further, the final artefacts, or dress, is proposed as a legitimate suggestion of both 

‘how’ and ‘what’, presenting us with the technical proposal of how as in ‘this is one 

way to do dress’, as well as the proposal of what, as in ‘this is an example of dress’. 

Both viewpoints addressing form-giving and surface crafting as a simultaneous act 

of doing and thinking as an alternative method to that of cut and assemble both in 

relation to method for creative practice and system of industrial manufacturing.

SUMMARY OF 

PART II 
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The work undertaken and presented in the format of this licentiate have sought to 

relate alternative materials and mediums to processes of dress. It speculates on the 

role of the analogue and the digital, examining these in relation to their function 

and interaction within a coherent and alternative method for crafting dress, different 

to that of cut and assemble. It poses questions in regards to interpretation and 

replication within processes of making. The context of the work is the intertwined 

relation of cut and assemble as a method for artistic expression and as a system for 

manufacturing. 

As an ancient method and a craftsmanship, cut and assemble was originally 

developed through and for low volume bespoke making. Placed within a capitalist 

system dependent on high turn around manufacturing, many now agree that the 

method is not suited for this type of system, or perhaps that both method and system 

are unsustainable, both in regards to human and environmental resources. My work 

arrives at this problem from an art and design background, foremost taking the 

perspective of aesthetics in dress. Though the questioning may seem to stem largely 

from a social and environmental view point, dress is arguably a concern of aesthetics, 

something seemingly often forgotten within general discussion. Therefore, there 

may be a problem with perceiving the solution as to discover alternative ways of 

manufacturing what we already know. Repeating what we have through mimicking 

dress as it is today, sprung from, and fitting into the existing system of cut and 

assemble solely aims the focus on the latter stage of the process. Arguably, this 

approach results in the engineering of alternative manufacturing methods, providing 

us with garments we already know and have access to, rather than with new methods 

and systems of dress. Consequently, if we consider these systems of dress and textile 

manufacturing to be unsustainable, perhaps it may be of concern to address this 

through physical investigations where the focus is on aesthetics, expression and the 

tacit physicality that is dress? 

Prior to commencing this PhD, I discovered through my practice that I had come to 

experience a growing discontent towards the predetermined techniques and methods 

that flat fabric on roll denotes for dress. Providing the option to manipulate it through 

cutting and assembling when form-giving and presenting the option of only a few 

similar methods for form-thinking. Furthermore, as surfaces are often predetermined 

by the production of the textile, little room for crafting of surfaces is left and allows 

mostly for surface manipulation. Therefore, my work initially approached this 

perceived obstacle through a determination to create dress where form-giving and 

crafting of surfaces as a simultaneous action was the focus of investigation. Here, the 
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crafting can be defined as a method facilitating the thinking and making of dress in 

a digital system where craft knowledge is foremost required at the initial stages of 

interpreting and developing what is being produced rather than at the actual stage 

of production. As a means of unpacking craft knowledge within the digital process, 

reversed crafting unveils the physicality between actant and garment. In this work, 

Form is the solid suggestion of the imagined space between human body and dress, 

a static denominator of form and surface arrived at through the figure of thought. If 

Form is used for moulding then the final material, its inherent qualities to form and 

its act as a surface is of utmost importance and works with or against Form where 

both mechanisms may be desired. If Form is but digitally proposed it can facilitate 

the 3D printing of dress, an area where the perceived absence of suitable materials 

for the final artefact is far more debated then what to print when these materials 

inevitably become ready at hand. Unveiled through this reasoning is that to reach 

coherency and further develop the idea of ‘reversed crafting’, time and effort needs 

to be invested and focused at the initial stage of interpretation, the investigative work 

undertaken through the figure of thought, as well as in the further exploration of 

materials for the final artefact. In conjunction, the two parameters facilitate structure 

and predict the repetition of interpretation and replication contained within future 

processes of thinking and doing dress, both as a method for artistic expression and 

as a system for manufacturing. Consequently, the work I wish to continue in my 

dissertation will concentrate its focus on the suggestions of how we can think about 

form-giving and surface crafting in the initial interpretation of dress, in the strive to 

further inform the aesthetics and techniques of front end craft knowledge (Frayling 

2015) facilitating future analogue and digital means of thinking, doing, making  and 

manufacturing dress.

technicalities, or literal interpretation of the suggestion directed the investigations, 

the ‘how’ became the word directing the question. As work progressed, the how 

began to pale and interrogative words such as ‘what’, ‘when’ and ‘where’ started to 

appear. This shift in focus of the questions addressed by the investigations enabled 

the notion of ‘figure of thought’ (McLeod 2006, Hallnäs 2018), a notion this licentiate 

strove to further establish. Here, the physical investigations became figures to think 

through, vessels for the thought to travel further in their contemplation of what dress 

can be, when dress is dress and where in the process the focus must shift if compared 

with the method of cut and assemble. Further, the arrogance and slight aversion 

I previously experienced towards the restrictions imposed by cut and assemble 

were levitated as the proposal of alternative methods unveiled processes within the 

method of cut and assemble previously hidden to me. The process contains several 

intertwined instances of interpretation and replication that can be perceived as to 

result in the sublimation of dress as an expression of aesthetics. This offered a valued 

guiding tool suggesting that perhaps a similar thinking is beneficial in the mapping 

of new, alternative methods, as their foundational challenge, as proposed, may lay in 

the question of aesthetics.

Moreover, this unveiling of mechanism provided a further understanding of the 

creation of systems and their dependency on the medium, material and techniques of 

the initial interpretations. Just like the system of cut and assemble is dependant on a 

flat surface as medium, the consequent artistic methods of form-giving dress through 

cutting and assembling these surfaces and the final use of textile on roll as material 

for dress. I would like to propose that alternative methods must respect that their 

system for production depend upon, or are a direct consequence of, what medium 

is used in the initial phase of interpretation and what techniques are present in the 

process of translating these ideas, or figure of thoughts, into dress and what material 

is used in the making of the final artefact. 

We cannot question systems of production without asking ourselves why they are 

constructed and organised in a certain way, nor can we question what we produce 

if we do not have the tools to at least speculate ways of producing it. However, if we 

question both, in tandem, there is hope to find alternatives a plenty. 

As work progressed I began to consider the initial suggestion of form-giving and 

crafting of surfaces as a simultaneous action a catalyst for work, rather than a literal 

attempt to answer a question. Mimicking design thinking within other disciplines 

and facilitating the physical manufacturing of these ideas through analogue and 

digital thinking and making proposed the idea of reversed crafting. Reversed 
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